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Bellman filtering for state-space models

Rutger-Jan Lange∗

Econometric Institute, Erasmus School of Economics, Rotterdam, Netherlands
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Abstract

We present a new filter for state-space models based on Bellman’s dynamic programming principle,
allowing for nonlinearity, non-Gaussianity and degeneracy in the observation and/or state-transition
equations. The proposed Bellman filter is a direct generalisation of the (iterated and extended) Kalman
filter, but remains equally inexpensive computationally. Under suitable conditions we prove that the
Bellman-filtered states are (a) stable over time and (b) contractive in quadratic mean to a small region
around the true state at every time step. Constant parameters are estimated by numerically max-
imising a filter-implied log-likelihood decomposition. Simulation studies reveal that the Bellman filter
performs on par with state-of-the-art simulation-based techniques, while requiring a fraction of the
computational cost, being straightforward to implement and offering full scalability to higher dimen-
sional state spaces. In an empirical application involving multidimensional, nonlinear and degenerate
state dynamics, the Bellman filter outperforms the particle filter in terms of both parameter estimation
and filtering.

JEL Classification Codes: C32, C53, C61
Keywords: dynamic programming, Kalman filter, particle filter, posterior mode, proximal point

1 Introduction

1.1 State-space models

State-space models allow observations to be affected by an unobserved state that changes stochastically
over time. For discrete times t = 1, 2, . . . , n, the observation yt ∈ Rl is drawn from a conditional
distribution, p(yt|αt), while the latent state αt ∈ Rm follows a first-order Markov process with a known
state-transition density, p(αt|αt−1), and some given initial condition, p(α1), i.e.

yt ∼ p(yt|αt), αt ∼ p(αt|αt−1), α1 ∼ p(α1). (1)

In a slight abuse of notation, p(·|·) and p(·) denote generic conditional and marginal densities; i.e. any
two p’s need not denote the same probability density function (e.g. Doucet et al., 2001, p. 5). For a
given model, the functional form of all p’s is considered known. These densities may further depend on a
fixed (hyper)parameter ψ, which for notational simplicity is suppressed. Both the observation and state-
transition densities may involve non-Gaussianity, nonlinearity and degeneracy. Sequences of observations
are denoted y1:t := (y1, . . . ,yt) ∈ Rl×t; likewise for the states, i.e. α1:t := (α1, . . . ,αt) ∈ Rm×t.
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In this article, observations yt may take either continuous or discrete values in Rl; in the case of
discrete observations, p(yt|αt) is interpreted as a probability rather than a probability density function.
Latent states are assumed to take continuous values in Rm; hence, the state space can be viewed as
‘infinite dimensional’ even as m remains finite. This is in contrast with Markov-switching models (also
known as hidden Markov models, see e.g. Künsch, 2001, p. 109 and Fuh, 2006, p. 2026), in which the
state takes a finite number of (discrete) values.

Myriad examples of model (1) can be found in engineering, biology, geological physics, economics
and mathematical finance (for a comprehensive overview, see Künsch, 2001, or Doucet et al., 2001).
Examples in financial econometrics with continuous state spaces include models for count data (Singh
and Roberts, 1992, Frühwirth-Schnatter and Wagner, 2006), intensity (Bauwens and Hautsch, 2006),
duration (Bauwens and Veredas, 2004), volatility (Tauchen and Pitts, 1983, Harvey et al., 1994, Ghysels
et al., 1996, Jacquier et al., 2002, Taylor, 2008) and dependence structure (Hafner and Manner, 2012).

Model (1) presents researchers and practitioners with two important problems, known as the filtering
and estimation problems. The filtering problem concerns the estimation of the latent states α1:t con-
ditional on y1:t, while the constant (hyper)parameter ψ is considered known. The estimation problem
entails determining the parameter ψ, where both this parameter and the latent states α1:t are assumed
to be unknown. For models with continuously varying latent states, the filtering problem can be solved
in closed form when model (1) is linear and Gaussian. In this case, Kalman’s (1960) filter recursively
computes the expectation of the state (i.e. the mean) and the most likely state (i.e. the mode), which
are identical for these models. Table 1 contains a concise (but by no means exhaustive) overview of
well-known filtering methods.

1.2 Mode estimation

For the majority of state-space models, no exact filtering methods are available. Further, the mean is
typically distinct from the mode. Most approximate filters shown in Table 1 are based on the mean
(see section 1.5 for a brief literature review). The proposed Bellman filter, also included in Table 1, is
based on the mode. The mode is also known as the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate (e.g. Godsill
et al., 2001, Sardy and Tseng, 2004, Hua and Wu, 2005, Koyama and Paninski, 2010, Paninski et al.,
2010, Liu and Ihler, 2013) or the posterior mode (e.g. Fahrmeir and Kaufmann, 1991, Fahrmeir, 1992,
Shephard and Pitt, 1997, Durbin and Koopman, 1997, So, 2003, Jungbacker and Koopman, 2007). The
label ‘posterior’ does not reflect a Bayesian approach; it indicates only that the mode is computed after
the data are received. Use of the mode is appealing due to its ‘optimality property analogous to that of
maximum likelihood estimates of fixed parameters in finite samples’ (Durbin and Koopman, 2012, pp.
252-3). It is also the natural choice when considering zero-one loss functions, as in e.g. target-tracking
applications (Godsill et al., 2001, 2007).

Plain-vanilla methods for real-time computation of the mode (i.e. using standard numerical optimisa-
tion procedures) are computationally cumbersome, as they involve re-estimating all states at each time
step. Computing times per time step typically scale as O(t3), implying a cumulative computing effort,
up to time t, of O(t4). This can be reduced by two orders of magnitude by exploiting the Markovian
structure of the problem, as in Koyama and Paninski (2010). They present a method for finding the
mode using O(t) effort, implying a cumulative effort of O(t2). This is still one order short of being a
filter, which would feature a cumulative computational complexity of O(t). In addition to its computa-
tional complexity, the mode estimator does not address the estimation problem, making its application
infeasible in practice unless supplemented with other methods. These drawbacks may explain why the
mode estimator has to date received little attention as an ostensible filtering technique for state-space
models.
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Table 1: Categorisation of well-known filtering methods.

Discrete states Continuously varying states
Linear & Gaussian Nonlinear and/or non-Gaussian

Exact filters Exact filters Approximate filters

Mean Baum and Petrie (1966) Kalman (1960) Iterated extended KF (e.g. Anderson and Moore, 2012)
Baum et al. (1970) Unscented KF (Julier and Uhlmann, 1997)
Hamilton (1989) Cubature Kalman filter (Arasaratnam and Haykin, 2009)

Masreliez (1975) filter
Numerical integration filter (Kitagawa, 1987)
Discretisation filter (Farmer, 2021)

Mode Viterbi (1967) Kalman (1960) Bellman filter (BF, this article)
Special cases of BF: Fahrmeir’s (1992) mode estimator
and Koyama et al.’s (2010) Laplace Gaussian filter

Note: The table should be considered indicative rather than exhaustive, and, for brevity, excludes simulation-based
approaches. KF= Kalman filter. BF = Bellman filter.

1.3 Filtering using dynamic programming

In this article, we circumvent both drawbacks of the mode estimator, yielding an algorithm that is fast and
feasible, while performing as accurately as simulation-based techniques, which are more computationally
intensive. For simplicity, we assume the mode exists (and is unique), and we take its optimality proper-
ties for granted. To address the first drawback of the mode estimator—computational complexity—we
employ Bellman’s (1957) principle of dynamic programming, thus avoiding the need to solve optimisation
problems involving an ever-increasing number of states. Instead, Bellman’s equation entails maximisa-
tion over a single state for each time step. The required computing cost per time step remains constant,
implying a cumulative computational effort of O(t); the Bellman filter can thus be classed as a filter in
the strict sense of the term.

The connection between filtering and dynamic programming is well known in the case where the latent
state takes a finite number of (discrete) values. Bellman’s equation can then be solved exactly for all time
steps, yielding Viterbi’s (1967) algorithm. This algorithm can be used to track, in real time, the most
likely state of a finite number of states (see Table 1) and has proven successful in digital signal processing
applications (Forney, 1973, Viterbi, 2006). Exact solubility of Bellman’s equation is lost, however, when
the states take continuous values in Rm, as in the present article. To address this problem, several authors
have considered discretising the state space such that Viterbi’s algorithm can be used (e.g. Künsch, 2001,
p. 125, Godsill et al., 2001). This approach can lead to prohibitive computational requirements (Künsch,
2001, p. 125, Liu, 2008, p. 29): the discretised solution of Bellman’s equation requires the computation
and storage of Nm values for each time step, where N is the number of grid points in each of m spatial
directions (e.g. billions of values if N = 100 and m = 5). This is known as the ‘curse of dimensionality’
(Bellman, 1957, p. ix). Another difficulty, more so in statistics than in engineering, is that Viterbi’s
algorithm leaves the estimation problem unaddressed.

When the latent states take values in a continuum, the solution to Bellman’s equation is a function,
known as the value function, which maps the (continuous) state space Rm to values in R. While the
value function cannot generally be found exactly, there is one exception to this rule. If model (1) is linear
and Gaussian, Bellman’s equation can be solved in closed form for all time steps, yielding Kalman’s
(1960) filter. In this case, the value function turns out to be multivariate quadratic with a unique global
maximum for every time step; the argmax equals the Kalman-filtered state. It is striking that the Kalman
filter represents an exact function-space solution to Bellman’s equation; this does not appear to be widely
known, if at all.

Bellman’s equation continues to hold for the general state-space model (1), suggesting immediate and
novel extensions to the Kalman filter. For example, a new class of (Bellman) filters can be obtained
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by computing at every time step some parametric approximation of the value function; this can be
viewed as a form of approximate dynamic programming (ADP, e.g. Bertsekas, 2012). We deviate from
the literature in exploring function-space approximations rather than discretising. Within the class
of function-space approximations, we employ arguably the simplest option: a multivariate quadratic
function. This approximation is exact for linear Gaussian models and—given that value functions in
filtering applications are typically smooth and possess global maxima—broadly applicable.

Our quadratic approximation is parametrised by its argmax and its m×m Hessian matrix, requiring
O(m2) storage and O(m3) computational complexity at every time step, the latter corresponding to the
inversion of an m ×m matrix. The cumulative computational complexity over t time steps amounts to
O(m3t), thereby offering full scalability to higher dimensional state spaces. A key contribution of this
article is the insight that using function-space rather than discrete approximations allows us to avoid the
curse of dimensionality, leading to a new class of filters that are computationally frugal and turn out to
be remarkably accurate.

We present explicit recursive formulas (see Table 2) that constitute the Bellman filter for the general
state-space model (1), allowing for nonlinear and non-Gaussian observation and state-transition equations.
Our treatment can further accommodate degenerate densities; no approximate filters seem to be available
in the literature at this level of generality.

We pay special attention to state-space models in which the observation density is general but the
state-transition equation remains linear and Gaussian. Again, we compute explicit recursive formulas that
constitute the Bellman filter (see Table 3). When the latent process is stationary and the observation log
density twice continuously differentiable and strictly concave, then the Bellman filter is guaranteed to be
stable over time. When the observation log density is furthermore strongly concave, the Bellman-filtered
states are shown to be contractive, in quadratic mean, towards a small region around the true state at
every time step. This contraction result is global in that it holds even for inaccurate predictions, which
may be arbitrarily far removed from the true state. It is also stronger than other results in the literature
for approximate filters, which typically rely on local (Taylor) expansion around the true state (e.g. Koyama
et al., 2010). The Bellman filter with linear Gaussian state dynamics (but a general observation density)
contains several interesting special cases: (a) the Kalman filter, including its extended and iterated
versions (e.g. Anderson and Moore, 2012), (b) the Laplace Gaussian filter by Koyama et al. (2010),
(c) Fahrmeir’s (1992) approximate mode estimator, and (d) stochastic gradient methods for estimating
constant parameters (e.g. Toulis and Airoldi, 2017a, Toulis et al., 2021).

1.4 Addressing the estimation problem

To circumvent the second drawback of the mode estimator—the inability to generate parameter estimates—
computationally intensive (Monte Carlo) methods have been considered by many authors (Durbin and
Koopman, 2000, 2002, Jungbacker and Koopman, 2007, Richard and Zhang, 2007,Koopman et al., 2015,
Malik and Pitt, 2011, Koopman et al., 2016, to name a few). To achieve computational simplicity, we
deviate from this strand of literature by numerically maximising the approximate log likelihood implied
by the Bellman filter. We decompose the log likelihood into (a) the ‘fit’ of the Bellman-filtered states
in view of the data, minus (b) the realised Kullback-Leibler (KL, see Kullback and Leibler, 1951) diver-
gence between filtered and predicted state densities. Intuitively, we wish to maximise the congruence
between Bellman-filtered states and the data, while minimising the distance between the filtered and pre-
dicted states to prevent over-fitting. All parts of the decomposition are given, or can be approximated,
by the output of the Bellman filter. This means that standard gradient-based numerical optimisers
can be used, making parameter estimation feasible and no more computationally demanding than ordi-
nary estimation of the Kalman filter using maximum likelihood. We are unaware of other approximate
parameter-estimation methods of comparable computational efficiency.
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1.5 Related methods

Alternative approaches abound in the literature for solving the filtering and estimation problems. Three
of the most prevalent are approximate filters, importance-sampling methods and particle filters. Here we
outline some relevant characteristics and their relationship with the Bellman filter.

Existing approximate filters, as shown in Table 1, typically suffer from various drawbacks. The
extended, unscented and cubature Kalman filters, which are typically used in engineering, account for
nonlinearity but assume additive noise and make no adjustments when confronted with heavy tails.
Masreliez’s (1975) filter is robust in the case of heavy-tailed observation noise, but computationally
inefficient and does not address the estimation problem, making it infeasible in practice. Numerical
integration (Kitagawa, 1987) and other discretisation methods (Farmer, 2021) are flexible in theory, but
restricted in practice due to the curse of dimensionality.

The approximate filter most closely related to our work is that in Koyama et al. (2010), who similarly
consider an approximate estimator based on the mode. The theory developed in their work applies when
the state space is one dimensional, the state equation is linear and Gaussian, and the object of interest—
corresponding to our value function—possesses uniformly bounded derivatives up to the fifth order. The
latter condition is hard to verify in practice (the value function represents an output rather than an input
of the model) and is so restrictive that it rules out even linear Gaussian models. By contrast, in the
present paper, we (a) relax stringent conditions ruling out important cases of interest (e.g. the Kalman
filter), (b) present global rather than local convergence guarantees, (c) allow for degenerate, nonlinear
and/or non-Gaussian state dynamics, and (d) address the estimation problem.

State-space models have been successfully estimated by high-dimensional integration methods using
importance-sampling methods (e.g. Richard and Zhang, 2007). One state-of-the-art approach, used
in our simulation study in section 7, is the numerically accelerated importance sampling (NAIS) method
in Koopman et al. (2015, 2016, 2017) and Barra et al. (2017), which combines Monte Carlo integration
with direct numerical integration methods. Unfortunately, the NAIS method is subject to the curse
of dimensionality, making it computationally intensive — if not infeasible — when the (irreducible)
dimension of the signal exceeds two; the performance of the NAIS method has not been documented in
such situations.

Finally, particle filters are widely applicable and easy to implement; for textbook treatments, see
Doucet et al. (2001), Del Moral (2004), Cappé et al. (2006) or Chopin and Papaspiliopoulos (2020).
Popular implementations include (a) the bootstrap filter (Gordon et al., 1993), also known as the sam-
pling importance resampling (SIR) method, (b) the sequential importance sampling algorithm (Liu and
Chen, 1998, Doucet et al., 2000) and (c) the auxiliary particle filter (Pitt and Shephard, 1999), which
encompasses the previous two. Parameter estimation using particle filters remains challenging (Liu and
West, 2001, Kantas et al., 2015). A neat solution to this problem, employed in our simulation study in
section 7, is Malik and Pitt’s (2011) continuous SIR (CSIR) method—albeit only when the state space
is one dimensional.

Relative to the existing literature, our contribution is to develop an approximate filter that is (a) gen-
erally applicable, (b) computationally efficient even in higher dimensions and (c) feasible in practice (i.e.
allows the estimation problem to be addressed), while performing equally well as, if not better than, the
NAIS and CSIR methods in low-dimensional state spaces.

2 Filtering using dynamic programming

While previous literature (e.g. Chopin and Papaspiliopoulos, 2020, ch. 5) has drawn attention to the
connection between filtering and dynamic programming, the specific approach described below is novel.
The state-space model under consideration is given in equation (1). A realised path is denoted by y1:t(ω)
for every event ω ∈ Ω, where Ω denotes the event space of the underlying complete probability space of
interest, denoted (Ω,F ,P). We continue to use generic notation in that we write the logarithm of joint
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and conditional densities as `(·, ·) := log p(·, ·) and `(·|·) := log p(·|·), respectively, for potentially different
p’s. This section considers the filtering problem; any dependence on ψ is suppressed.

The joint log-likelihood function of the states and the data is written as `(a1:t,y1:t). Here, the
data y1:t are considered fixed and known, while the states a1:t in Roman font are considered variables to
be evaluated along any path a1:t ∈ Rm×t. Naturally, the true states α1:t (in Greek font) remain unknown.
For the state-space model (1), the joint log likelihood can be found by means of the ‘probability chain
rule’ (Godsill et al., 2004, p. 156) as follows:

`(a1:t,y1:t) =
t∑
i=1

`(yi|ai) +
t∑
i=2

`(ai|ai−1) + `(a1). (2)

The joint log likelihood `(a1:t,y1:t) is, a priori, a random function of the observations y1:t, even though
the data are considered known and fixed ex post. Next, the mode is defined as the sequence of states that
maximise equation (2).

Definition 1 (Mode) Assuming it exists and is unique, the mode is

ã1:t|t := (ã1|t, ã2|t, . . . , ãt|t) = arg max
a1:t∈Rm×t

`(a1:t,y1:t), t ≤ n. (3)

Elements of the mode at time step t are denoted by ãi|t for i ≤ t, where i denotes the state that is
estimated, t the information set used. The entire solution is denoted ã1:t|t ∈ Rm×t, which is a collection
of t vectors of length m. Iterative solution methods were proposed in Durbin and Koopman (2000), who
use Newton’s method, and So (2003), who uses quadratic hill climbing.

As time progresses, optimisation problem (3) becomes ever more complicated; m × t optimisation
variables are involved. Indeed, for large t problem (3) may become infeasible to solve. This raises the
question whether it is possible to proceed in real time without computing an ever-increasing number of
state estimates. As we show next, this can be achieved using Bellman’s dynamic programming principle.
To this end, we define the value function by maximising `(a1:t,y1:t) with respect to all states apart from
the most recent state at ∈ Rm; such functions are also known as ‘profile’ log-likelihood functions (Murphy
and Van der Vaart, 2000).

Definition 2 (Value function) The value function Vt : Ω× Rm → R is

Vt(at) := max
a1:t−1∈Rm×(t−1)

`(a1:t,y1:t), at ∈ Rm. (4)

The value function Vt(at) depends on the data y1:t (as indicated by the subscript t), which are considered
fixed, and on its argument at, which is a continuous variable in Rm. Naturally, ãt|t = arg maxat Vt(at),
such that the last element of the mode (3) can be recovered from the value function. Usefully, the value
function (4) satisfies a recursive equation known as Bellman’s equation.

Proposition 1 (Bellman’s equation) Suppose ãt|t exists for all t ≥ t0, where 1 ≤ t0 ≤ n. The value
function (4) satisfies Bellman’s equation:

Vt(at) = `(yt|at) + max
at−1∈Rm

{
`(at|at−1) + Vt−1(at−1)

}
, at ∈ Rm, (5)

for all t0 < t ≤ n. Further, the Bellman-filtered states, defined as

at|t := arg max
at∈Rm

Vt(at), t0 ≤ t ≤ n, (6)

satisfy at|t = ãt|t for all t0 ≤ t ≤ n.
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Bellman’s equation (5) recursively relates the value function Vt(at) to the (previous) value func-
tion Vt−1(at−1) by adding one term reflecting the state transition, `(at|at−1); one term reflecting the
observation density, `(yt|at); and a subsequent maximisation over a single state variable, at−1 ∈ Rm.
The value function Vt(at) still depends on the data y1:t−1, but only indirectly, i.e. through the previous
value function Vt−1(at−1). Apart from assuming the existence of the mode, no (additional) assumptions
are imposed on the log densities `(yt|at) and `(at|at−1); the proof in Appendix A uses only standard
dynamic-programming arguments. As such, Bellman’s equation (5) is of general applicability. As the
researcher receives the data y1 through yt, she can iteratively compute a sequence of value functions,
which in turn imply a sequence of filtered state estimates via the argmax (6).

Remark 1 For Markov-switching models, in which the latent state takes a finite number of (discrete)
values, Bellman’s equation (5) can be solved exactly for all time steps, yielding Viterbi’s (1967) algorithm.
Exact solubility of (5) tends to be lost when the states take continuous values.

When latent states take values in a continuum, as in this article, the solution to Bellman’s equation (5)
is a function rather than a (finite-dimensional) vector as in Viterbi’s algorithm. While the value function
cannot generally be found exactly, there is one exception to this rule, as highlighted by Corollary 1 (see
section 4 for the proof).

Corollary 1 (Exact solution with quadratic value function: Kalman filter) Take a linear
Gaussian state-space model with observation equation yt = d+Z αt + εt, where εt ∼ i.i.d. N(0,H), and
state-transition equation αt = c+T αt−1 +ηt, where ηt ∼ i.i.d. N(0,Q), such that Kalman’s (1960) filter
applies. Assume the Kalman-filtered covariance matrices, denoted {Pt|t}, are positive definite. Then (a)
the value function is exactly multivariate quadratic at every time step, (b) the Bellman-filtered states are
identical to the Kalman-filtered states, and (c) the negative Hessian matrix of the value function equals
P−1
t|t at every time step.

That the Kalman filter corresponds to an exact function-space solution to Bellman’s equation does
not appear to be known. The exact solubility of Bellman’s equation (5) for linear Gaussian models is
attributable to the quadratic nature of all terms appearing on its right-hand side. The left-hand side
turns out to be quadratic as well, preserving exact solubility over time. Bellman’s equation continues
to hold for state-space models that are not necessarily linear and Gaussian. In this case, we deviate
from the literature in considering function-space approximations rather than discretising. We consider
a particularly simple approximation—the multivariate quadratic function—which happens to be exact
for linear Gaussian state-space models. A different class of Bellman filters, not explored here, would be
obtained by using non-parametric approximations.

3 Bellman filter for general state-space models

3.1 Non-degenerate case

This section develops the Bellman filter for the general state-space model (1). We assume here that the
observation and state-transition densities are non-degenerate; an extension to the degenerate case is set
out below. The Bellman-filtered state (6) requires a maximisation with respect to the current state, at,
while Bellman’s equation (5) additionally contains a maximisation with respect to the previous state,
at−1. Merging both steps, we consider a joint optimisation problem in both state variables:[

at|t
at−1|t

]
:= arg max[

at
at−1

]
∈R2m

{
`(yt|at) + `(at|at−1) + Vt−1(at−1)

}
. (7)
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The left-hand side features the filtered state, at|t, as well as the revised estimate of the previous state,
denoted at−1|t. The computation of the latter, while not our main focus, is inherent to Bellman’s equation
and cannot be avoided. The right-hand side features two log densities denoted `(·|·) := log p(·|·), which
are given in closed form by the state-space model (1), as well as the value function Vt−1(·) : Rm → R,
which is typically unavailable in closed form.

The behaviour of Vt−1(·) around its peak turns out to be most relevant when determining the filtered
state at|t. Our quadratic approximation of Vt−1(at−1) is parametrised by the location of its maximum,
denoted at−1|t−1 ∈ Rm, and the negative Hessian at the peak, denoted It−1|t−1 ∈ Rm×m, which is assumed
positive definite and can be interpreted as an information (or ‘precision’) matrix. The approximation
thus reads

Vt−1(at−1) = −1

2
(at−1 − at−1|t−1)′ It−1|t−1 (at−1 − at−1|t−1) + constants, at−1 ∈ Rm, (8)

which for simplicity is written with equality. Constants can be ignored in the context of optimisation (7).
The quantities at−1|t−1 and It−1|t−1 are considered given and fixed. Substituting the quadratic approxi-
mation (8) into maximisation (7) yields a viable function-space algorithm. For linear Gaussian state-space
models, the bivariate optimisation (7) can be performed analytically, leading to (the information form
of) the Kalman filter.

While optimisation (7) does not generally allow closed-form solutions, it is typically straightforward
to write out analytically the steps of e.g. Newton’s method (Nocedal and Wright, 2006):

 at
at−1

←
 at
at−1

+

 J11
t −

d2`(yt|at)
datda′t

J12
t

J21
t It−1|t−1 + J22

t


−1 J1

t + d`(yt|at)
dat

J2
t − It|t−1(at−1 − at−1|t−1)

, (9)

where, for notational simplicity, we denote the iterates by at,at−1. In Newton’s step (9), derivatives
related to the state-transition density are[

J1
t

J2
t

]
:=

[
d`(at|at−1)

dat
d`(at|at−1)

dat−1

]
,

[
J11
t J12

t

J21
t J22

t

]
:= −

 d2`(at|at−1)
datda′t

d2`(at|at−1)
datda′t−1

d2`(at|at−1)
dat−1da′t

d2`(at|at−1)
dat−1da′t−1

 . (10)

Fisher’s optimisation method is obtained by replacing d2`(yt|at)/(datda′t) in equation (9) with its expec-
tation conditional on at. When the observation and state-transition densities in model (1) are given, it is
straightforward (if tedious) to compute all required derivatives. As It−1|t−1 is assumed to be invertible,
analytic block-matrix inversion can be used for each Newton step (9), reducing the size of matrices to
be numerically inverted from 2m × 2m to m ×m (see Appendix B for details). Newton’s method using
block-matrix inversion is shown under the step ‘Optimise’ in Table 2. Alternatively, black-box numer-
ical optimisers may be used to solve (7), obviating the need for manual computations; this will save
researcher time but potentially increase the required computer time. The optimisation can be started
using (a′t,a

′
t−1)′ ← (a′t|t−1,a

′
t−1|t−1)′, where at|t−1 := arg maxa `(a|at−1|t−1), as indicated under the steps

‘Predict’ and ‘Start’ in Table 2. This prediction at|t−1 can often be computed in closed form.
To facilitate the proposed recursive method, we also compute the negative Hessian matrix of the value

function, i.e. Vt(at) = `(yt|at) + maxat−1{`(at|at−1) + Vt−1(at−1)}, evaluated at the peak. Using the
second-order envelope theorem (see Appendix C), we obtain

It|t := J11
t − J12

t (It−1|t−1 + J22
t )−1J21

t −
d2`(yt|at)

datda′t

∣∣∣
at=at|t,at−1=at−1|t

(11)

as shown in Table 2 under ‘Update’. Fisher’s version is obtained as usual, by taking a conditional
expectation of the last term. For linear Gaussian state-space models, Newton and Fisher versions of
update (11) are equal and identical to the information update of the Kalman filter (Appendix D). The
predicted information matrix It|t−1, used for estimation purposes in section 6, is similar in form to It|t,
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Table 2: Bellman filter for model (1).

Step Method Computation

Initialise Set a0|0 equal to the unconditional mean of the latent state (or treat it as a parameter to be
estimated) and set I0|0 equal to some sufficiently large multiple of the identity matrix. Set t = 1.

Predict at|t−1 = arg maxat∈Rm `(at|at−1|t−1)
It|t−1 = J11

t − J12
t (It−1|t−1 + J22

t )−1J21
t

∣∣
at=at|t−1,at−1=at−1|t−1

Start Set at ← at|t−1 and at−1 ← at−1|t−1.

Optimise Newton St ← J11
t − J12

t (It−1|t−1 + J22
t )−1J21

t −
d2`(yt|at)

datda′t
, Dt ← It−1|t−1 + J22

t ,

G1
t ← J1

t +
d`(yt|at)

dat
, G2

t ← J2
t − It−1|t−1(at−1 − at−1|t−1),

at ← at + S−1
t G1

t − S−1
t J12

t D
−1
t G2

t ,

at−1 ← at−1 −D−1
t J21

t S
−1
t G1

t + (D−1
t +D−1

t J21
t S

−1
t J12

t D
−1
t )G2

t .
Fisher Like Newton’s method, but with St adjusted to include E[d2`(yt|at)/(datda′t)|at].

Stop Stop if some convergence criterion is satisfied or after a predetermined number of iterations.
Update at|t = at and at−1|t = at−1.

Newton It|t = J11
t − J12

t (It−1|t−1 + J22
t )−1J21

t −
d2`(yt|at)

datda′t

∣∣∣at=at|t,at−1=at−1|t

Fisher It|t = J11
t − J12

t (It−1|t−1 + J22
t )−1J21

t − E
[

d2`(yt|at)
datda′t

∣∣∣at] ∣∣∣at=at|t,at−1=at−1|t

Proceed Set t = t+ 1 and return to the step ‘Start’.

Note: The log-likelihood functions `(yt|at) and `(at|at−1) are known in closed form and can be read off from the data-
generating process (1). Various derivatives of `(at|at−1) are defined in equation (10). Under the steps ‘Optimise’ and
‘Update’, we list two (intentionally vanilla) optimisation methods. Users may also implement more sophisticated and/or
black-box optimisation methods based on maximisation (7).

but (a) does not contain derivatives of `(yt|at), as this term is unavailable at time t − 1, and (b) is
evaluated at a different point; see ‘Predict’ in Table 2.

The resulting Bellman filter in Table 2 has a computational complexity of O(m3t), which is at-
tributable to the need to invert m×m matrices at every time step. This complexity matches that of (the
information form of) the Kalman filter, thus offering scalability to at least moderately high dimensions m.
We are unaware of other approximate filters offering the same breadth of applicability and computational
efficiency.1

3.2 Extension to the degenerate case

When some elements of at−1|t−1 are known to be pinpoint accurate, the corresponding diagonal values of
the precision matrix It−1|t−1 in equation (8) may be excessively large. Such infinite diagonal values make
optimisation (7) easier rather than harder, as some elements of at−1 are constrained and need not be
numerically optimised; rather, they can be fixed by hand. When the relevant restriction is implemented,
the unbounded contributions in the quadratic term (8) can be dropped. Similarly, when the state-
transition density `(at|at−1) is degenerate, some elements of the current state are deterministic functions
of the previous state. When these restrictions are implemented, the degenerate part of the transition
density can be dropped. Indeed, this procedure will be used for the model in section 8, which involves
degenerate state dynamics. Finally, when the observation density `(yt|at) is degenerate, as when some
elements of at are fully revealed by the observation yt, optimisation (7) requires that some elements
of at take a specific functional form of yt. From an optimisation perspective, therefore, degeneracies
correspond to equality constraints that can typically be implemented by hand, reducing the dimension of

1In related work, Koyama et al. (2010, p. 173) report a computational complexity of O(m2t), purportedly as O(m2)
is the ‘complexity of matrix manipulations’. This result comes with two important caveats. First, it relies on having a
linear and Gaussian state equation; otherwise, their prediction step requires the (numerical) evaluation of an integral in m
dimensions. Second, it overlooks the fact that the (dense) matrix inversion required by Newton’s method typically requires
O(m3) computational effort; not even the best linear solvers achieve O(m2).
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Table 3: Bellman filter for model (12).

Step Method Computation

Initialise Unconditional Set a0|0 = (1m×m − T )−1c and vec(I−1
0|0) = (1m×m − T ⊗ T )−1vec(Q). Set t = 1.

Unknown constant Treat a0|0 as a constant to be estimated and set I0|0 equal to a large multiple of the identity
matrix. Set t = 1.

Predict at|t−1 = c+ T at−1|t−1.

It|t−1 = Q−1 −Q−1T
(
It−1|t−1 + T ′Q−1T

)−1
T ′Q−1 = (TI−1

t−1|t−1T
′ +Q)−1.

Start Set at ← at|t−1.
Alternatively, set at ← arg maxa `(yt|a) if this quantity exists.

Optimise Newton at ← at +
[
It|t−1 −

d2`(yt|at)
dat da′t

]−1 [d`(yt|at)
dat

− It|t−1

(
at − at|t−1

)]
.

Fisher Like Newton step, but replace d2`(yt|at)/(dat da′t) by E[d2`(yt|at)(dat da′t)|at].
BHHH Like Newton step, but replace d2`(yt|at)/(dat da′t) by −d`(yt|at)/dat × d`(yt|at)/da′t .

Stop Stop at if some convergence criterion is satisfied or after a predetermined number of itera-
tions.

Update at|t = at.

Newton It|t = It|t−1 −
d2`(yt|at)

dat da′t

∣∣∣∣
at=at|t

.

Fisher Like Newton update, but replace d2`(yt|at)/(dat da′t) by E[d2`(yt|at)(dat da′t)|at].
BHHH Like Newton update, but replace d2`(yt|at)/(dat da′t) by −d`(yt|at)/dat×d`(yt|at)/da′t.

Proceed Set t = t+ 1 and return to the step ‘Predict’.

Note: BHHH = Berndt-Hall-Hall-Hausman. The log-likelihood function `(yt|αt) is known in closed form and can be read
off from the data-generating process (12). The corresponding score and the realised and expected information quantities
are written as d`(yt|a)/da, −d2`(yt|a)/(dada′) and E[−d2`(yt|a)/(dada′)|a], respectively, which are viewed as functions
of a, to be evaluated at some state estimate. Under the steps ‘Optimise’ and ‘Update’, we list three (intentionally vanilla)
optimisation methods, which may but need not be identical for both steps. Users may also implement more sophisticated
optimisation methods based on the argmax (15).

the numerical optimisation problem to be solved. This capacity to deal with (partially) deterministic state
dynamics forms an advantage over e.g. particle-filtering methods, which may struggle in such situations.

4 Bellman filter for models with linear Gaussian state dynamics

This section applies the Bellman filter to state-space models in which the state-transition equation re-
mains linear and Gaussian. The main difference with the previous section is that the optimisation in
Bellman’s equation (5) with respect to the previous state, at−1, can now be performed in closed form.
The optimisation with respect to the current state, at, remains numerical.

Models with linear Gaussian state equations are written as in Koopman et al. (2015, 2016):

yt ∼ p(yt |αt), αt = c+ T αt−1 + ηt, ηt ∼ i.i.d. N(0,Q), α1 ∼ p(α1), (12)

where t = 1, . . . , n. The system vector c and system matrix T are assumed to be of appropriate dimen-
sions. The covariance matrix Q is symmetric and positive semidefinite. The observation density p(yt |αt)
may still be non-Gaussian and involve nonlinearity.

In this specialised setting, Bellman’s equation (5) with quadratic approximation (8) and linear Gaus-
sian state dynamics (12) reads

Vt(at) = `(yt|at) + max
at−1∈Rm

{
− 1

2
(at − c− Tat−1)′ Q−1 (at − c− Tat−1) (13)

−1

2
(at−1 − at−1|t−1)′ It−1|t−1 (at−1 − at−1|t−1)

}
+ constants, at ∈ Rm.

Here we assume that Q−1 exists, but the filtering steps derived below will remain valid when Q is only
positive semidefinite. Conveniently, the variable at−1 appears at most quadratically on the right-hand
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side of equation (13) and, in contrast with optimisation (7), its maximisation can be performed in closed
form. By computing the argmax over at−1 and substituting it back into expression (13), we obtain (after
some algebra, see Appendix E):

Vt(at) = `(yt|at)−
1

2
(at − at|t−1)′ It|t−1 (at − at|t−1) + constants, at ∈ Rm, (14)

where the state at is the only remaining variable; the previous state at−1 is ‘maximised out’. The
predicted quantities at|t−1 ∈ Rm and It|t−1 ∈ Rm×m are defined in Table 3 under the step ‘Predict’. The
first expression for It|t−1 in Table 3 relies on the positive definiteness of the matrix Q, but the second
expression, which holds by the Woodbury matrix identity, remains valid even when Q becomes singular; a
similar argument is made in Chopin and Papaspiliopoulos (2020, p. 78). While our derivation is different,
the resulting prediction steps in Table 3 are in fact identical to those of the (information form of the)
Kalman filter (e.g. Harvey, 1990, p. 106).

Based on the value function (14), the Bellman-filtered state at time t is

at|t := argmax
at∈Rm

{
`(yt|at)−

1

2
(at − at|t−1)′ It|t−1 (at − at|t−1)

}
. (15)

As equation (15) indicates, we optimise the sum of two terms: (a) the log likelihood of a single observation,
`(yt|at), and (b) a quadratic penalty term centred around the prediction at|t−1 and with precision matrix
It|t−1. When the log-likelihood function `(yt|at) is strongly concave in the state variable at ∈ Rm, as is
often assumed, the existence of the argmax (15) is automatic. When `(yt|at) is not (stongly) concave,
the argmax is still guaranteed to exist if the smallest eigenvalue of It|t−1 strictly exceeds the largest
eigenvalue of d2`(yt|at)/(datda′t) for all at ∈ Rm. When this condition fails, the precision matrix It|t−1

may be insufficiently ‘large’ to pin down the update. In this case, we may add to It|t−1 some positive
multiple of the identity matrix or skip the optimisation altogether; in our simulation studies in section 7,
this situation never arose. When p(yt|at) is degenerate, e.g. because some elements of the state are fully
revealed, some entries of the filtered state at|t are fixed in terms of yt. Implementing these constraints
reduces the dimension of the numerical optimisation problem.

The potentially complicated functional form `(yt|at) implies that optimisation (15) cannot, in general,
be performed in closed form. Some plain-vanilla applications of optimisation methods are included in
Table 3 under the step ‘Optimise’. The presence of the score in the optimisation step is distinctive for
the Bellman filter and guarantees its robustness if the observation density is heavy tailed. As before, the
computational complexity of the resulting Bellman filter is O(m3t).

With regard to the updated information matrix It|t, we intuitively expect It|t ≥ It|t−1, where the
weak inequality means that the left-hand side minus the right-hand side is positive semidefinite. The
intuition derives from the fact that missing observations can be dealt with as in the Kalman filter by
setting at|t = at|t−1 and It|t = It|t−1. Next, we recognise that any (existing) observation should be weakly
more informative than a nonexistent one, implying It|t ≥ It|t−1. The lower bound may be reached in the
limit for extreme observations (i.e. outliers), which are uninformative. While Newton’s updating step has
the advantage of explicitly utilising the observation yt, enabling it recognise that some observations carry
little information, the inequality It|t ≥ It|t−1 is not guaranteed unless the realised information quantity is
positive semidefinite. For Fisher’s updating step, the situation is reversed, failing to utilise the realisation
yt while ensuring It|t ≥ It|t−1. For some models it is possible to formulate a hybrid version, e.g. by taking
a weighted average of Newton’s and Fisher’s updating steps, that achieves the best of both worlds (we
will use this hybrid method for some models in section 7).

4.1 Special cases of Bellman filter with linear Gaussian states

Special cases of the algorithm in Table 3, i.e. with linear Gaussian state dynamics but a general observation
density, include the Kalman filter (Appendix F), the iterated extended Kalman filter (Appendix G),
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Fahrmeir’s (1992) approximate mode estimator (Appendix H), Koyama et al.’s (2010) Laplace Gaussian
filter (Appendix I), and Toulis and Airoldi’s (2017a) implicit stochastic gradient method for the estimation
of states that are constant over time (Appendix J). The latter highlights the close relationship between
the Bellman filter and recent methods in statistics and machine learning (e.g. Toulis and Airoldi, 2015,
Toulis et al., 2016, Toulis and Airoldi, 2017a, Toulis et al., 2021). The difference is that the Bellman
filter, like the Kalman filter, generally remains perpetually responsive and does not converge to a ‘true’
parameter value.

5 Theoretical guarantees: Stability and contractivity

This section interrogates the theoretical properties of the Bellman filter derived in the previous section,
i.e. with linear and Gaussian state dynamics. As with any approximate filter, it is important to establish
that approximation errors do not accumulate over time. We will show that (a) the filter is stable over
time and (b) the updating step reduces the expected squared error, as measured from the filtered state to
a small region around the true state, at every time step. We fix the time step t and consider the Bellman-
filter update (15). This update maximises the (approximate) value function, i.e. Vt(at) = `(yt|at) −
1/2(at−at|t−1)′It|t−1(at−at|t−1), with respect to the state variable at ∈ Rm. Here, `(yt|at) denotes the

target function, i.e. the log-likelihood function of the observation yt ∈ Rl, while the quadratic penalty term
depends on outputs of the prediction step, i.e. at|t−1 ∈ Rm and It|t−1 ∈ Rm×m, which are considered fixed.
The update can be performed in closed form for linear Gaussian models, leading to the Kalman filter.
To analyse the update in a general context, we note an intimate connection with two well-established
methods.

First, update (15) can be viewed as a stochastic version of Rockafellar’s (1976) proximal point algo-
rithm, which similarly combines a target function to be optimised, in our case `(yt|at), with a quadratic
penalty centred at a previous iterate, in our case at|t−1. In the deterministic context, such methods are
also known as incremental proximal methods (Bertsekas, 2011, Bertsekas, 2015, ch. 5). The difference
is that our target function involves (random) observations drawn from the true density p(yt|αt). This
means that optimisation (15) can be classed as a stochastic proximal point method (e.g. Ryu and Boyd,
2016, Bianchi, 2016, Patrascu and Necoara, 2018, Asi and Duchi, 2019). Because we optimise the target
function based on a single draw only, the penalty term may improve the efficiency of the estimator.

Second, update (15) is related to implicit stochastic gradient methods (e.g. Toulis and Airoldi, 2015,
Toulis et al., 2016, Toulis and Airoldi, 2017a, Toulis et al., 2021). To shed light on the relationship with
this strand of literature, we assume that `(yt|at) is smooth in at ∈ Rm, compute the first-order condition
in equation (15), i.e. d`(yt|at|t)/dat|t = It|t−1(at|t − at|t−1), and rearrange terms to obtain

at|t = at|t−1 + I−1
t|t−1

d`(yt|at)
dat

∣∣∣∣
at=at|t

. (16)

Update (16) uses the ‘stochastic gradient’, in our case the score d`(yt|at)/dat, which is evaluated at
the (a priori random) observation yt. Further, the score is evaluated at the update at|t rather than at
the prediction at|t−1, making the method implicit rather than explicit—note that at|t appears on both
sides of the equation. Hence equation (16) differs subtly from the classic (i.e. explicit) stochastic gradient

method developed by Robbins and Monro (1951). An explicit approximation, denoted a
(e)
t|t , could be

obtained by using the prediction at|t−1 instead of the update at|t on the right-hand side, i.e. by setting

a
(e)
t|t = at|t−1 + I−1

t|t−1

d`(yt|at)
dat

∣∣∣∣
at=at|t−1

, (17)

which is immediately computable. This observation links the Bellman filter to the literature on score-
driven filters (e.g. Creal et al., 2013, Harvey, 2013, Blasques et al., 2015, 2021).
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It is striking that the Kalman filter updating step, a special case of (15) and (16), is in fact a
proximal-point or implicit-gradient method. To our knowledge, this connection has not previously been
made, perhaps because the information form of the Kalman filter ‘is not widely used and is thinly
covered in the literature’ (Mutambara, 1998, p. 28). In drawing attention to this relationship, we also
offer a direct route to the Bellman filter, relying not on dynamic-programming arguments, but merely on
the identification of the Kalman filter as a proximal-point or implicit-gradient method, suggesting that
updating schemes (15) and (16) should remain applicable outside the classic Kalman-filtering context.
Theorem 1 below confirms this intuition; first, we introduce notation and state our assumptions.

Notation: The Euclidean norm is denoted ‖x‖ :=
√
x′x, while ‖x‖W :=

√
x′Wx is a weighted

Euclidean norm, in whichW is a positive-definite weight matrix. The inner product is denoted 〈x1,x2〉 =
x′1x2. The gradient of `(y|a) with respect to a is written as ∇`(y|a). The notation Et−1(·) is shorthand
for the conditional expectation E(·|Ft−1). The m×m identity matrix is denoted by 1m×m.

Assumption 1 (Concavity) With probability one in the random draw y, the observation log density
`(y|·) maps Rm to R and is either (a) concave, or (b) strictly concave, or (c) strongly concave with
parameter ε > 0.

Assumption 2 (Differentiability) With probability one in the random draw y, the observation log
density a 7→ `(y|a) is either (a) once or (b) twice continuously differentiable on all of Rm.

Assumption 3 (Bounded information) E[‖∇`(yt|αt)‖2] ≤ σ2 <∞, where αt is the true state.

Theorem 1 (Bellman filter: Theoretical guarantees) Fix the time step t ≥ 1. Let at|t−1 ∈ Rm
and It|t−1 ∈ Rm×m be given and fixed, where the latter is symmetric and positive definite with eigenvalues
satisfying 0 < λmin ≤ λmax <∞. Let update at|t be defined by (15).

1. Boundedness of updates: Under Assumption 1a, with probability one, the update at|t is well
defined and satisfies

1

2

∥∥at|t − at|t−1

∥∥2

It|t−1
≤ `(yt|at|t)− `(yt|at|t−1). (18)

2. Properties of updates: Under Assumptions 1a & 2a, with probability one,

(a) 0 ≤ 〈at|t − at|t−1,∇`(yt|at|t−1)〉 ,

(b)
∥∥at|t − at|t−1

∥∥
It|t−1

≤
∥∥a(e)

t|t − at|t−1

∥∥
It|t−1

,

(c)
∥∥at|t −αt∥∥2

It|t−1
≤
∥∥at|t−1 −αt

∥∥2

It|t−1
+ 2

[
`(yt|at|t)− `(yt|αt)

]
.

3. Stability: Under Assumptions 1a & 2b, with probability one, the eigenvalues of the matrix dat|t/da
′
t|t−1

lie in (0, 1]. If Assumption 1a is replaced by 1b, the interval becomes (0, 1).

4. Contractivity of the quadratic error: Under Assumptions 1c, 2a & 3,

Et−1

(∥∥at|t −αt∥∥2

It|t−1+2ε1m×m

)
≤ Et−1

(∥∥at|t−1 −αt
∥∥2

It|t−1

)
+

σ2

λmin
. (19)

The proof is presented in Appendix K. Compared with other results for approximate filters (e.g.
Koyama and Paninski, 2010), Theorem 1 is attractive for two reasons. As previously noted, our assump-
tions are more easily verifiable, relating to model inputs instead of outputs, and also less stringent. For
example, Theorem 1 applies to the Kalman filter, while the theory developed in Koyama et al. (2010)
does not. Second, our results are global in that they do not rely on a local (Taylor) approximation.

Part 1 of Theorem 1 says that the update at|t is well defined, while the step length can be bounded
by looking at the associated improvement in the log-likelihood function. Part 2 utilises the first-order
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conditions (16) and (17) to show that (a) the implicit update lies in the same ‘direction’ as the the score
evaluated at the prediction, (b) the implicit step length does not exceed, in some weighted norm, the
explicit step length, and (c) the update at|t is more accurate than the prediction at|t−1 in estimating the
true state αt whenever `(yt|at|t) < `(yt|αt).

Part 3 demonstrates that the Bellman-filtered state at|t is stable in the prediction at|t−1. This stability
property can be used, with further conditions, to establish that Bellman-filtered paths with different initial
conditions converge over time. To this end, consider the matrix containing derivatives of elements of an|n
with respect to those of a0|0, which in accordance with the chain rule reads

da′n|n

da0|0
=

[
da′1|0

da0|0

da′1|1

da1|0

]
× . . .×

[
da′t|t−1

dat−1|t−1

da′t|t

dat|t−1

]
× . . .×

[
da′n|n−1

dan−1|n−1

da′n|n

dan|n−1

]
, 1 ≤ t ≤ n,

=

[
T ′

da′1|1

da1|0

]
× . . .×

[
T ′

da′t|t

dat|t−1

]
× . . .×

[
T ′

da′n|n

dan|n−1

]
→ 0m×m, e.a.s. as n→∞, (20)

where the second line uses at|t−1 = c + Tat−1|t−1 for all 1 ≤ t ≤ n. Exponential and almost sure
convergence to the zero matrix as n → ∞, as displayed in the second line, is guaranteed under the
following jointly sufficient conditions: (a) the eigenvalues of It|t−1 are strictly positive and uniformly
bounded above for all t, ensuring that Theorem 1 applies for each fixed t, (b) the eigenvalues of T lie
in [−1, 1], and (c) Assumptions 1b and 2b are satisfied, such that each dat|t/da

′
t|t−1 has eigenvalues

in (0, 1), as in part 3 of Theorem 1. While these conditions are stronger than necessary, they allow
us derive almost sure convergence to zero (rather than convergence in probability) using the spectral
radii of matrices involved (rather than Lyapunov exponents and operator norms); this substantially
simplifies the analysis compared to e.g. Straumann and Mikosch (2006). The simpler stability result (20)
is attributable to stringent conditions on the observation density combined with the inherent stability of
implicit updates (16).

Part 4 of Theorem 1 says that the quadratic error is contractive in expectation unless the prediction
is pinpoint accurate. The weight matrix in the norm on the left-hand side of inequality (19) contains the
additional term 2ε1m×m, which drives the contraction. Intuitively, when the weight matrix is ‘bigger’ (i.e.,
has larger eigenvalues), the vector inside the norm must be ‘smaller’ in magnitude. The term σ2/λmin

on the right-hand side accounts for the fact that updates may be less accurate than e.g. inch-perfect
predictions. It follows that the updates are contractive in quadratic mean towards a ‘noise-dominated’
region around the true state. This finding echoes previous results for implicit-gradient methods (e.g.
Ryu and Boyd, 2016, p. 15, Patrascu and Necoara, 2018, p. 3). Theorem 1 also relates to Toulis et al.
(2016, p. 1291), who present the seemingly stronger result that proximal updates are ‘contracting almost
surely’ when the log-likelihood function is strongly concave; however, their result relies on a nonstandard
definition of strong concavity that rules out important cases of interest, e.g. the Kalman filter (see
Appendix L for a detailed comparison).

To facilitate a more detailed discussion of inequality (19), we focus on the case when It|t−1 is a multiple
of the identity matrix. Hence It|t−1 = γ1m×m, where γ > 0 can be interpreted as a smoothing parameter,
and λmin = λmax = γ. Inequality (19) then becomes an expected contraction in the squared Euclidean
norm:

Et−1

(∥∥at|t −αt∥∥2
)
≤ γ

γ + 2 ε

{
Et−1

(∥∥at|t−1 −αt
∥∥2
)

+
σ2

γ2

}
. (21)

The multiplicative constant on the right-hand side is less than unity for all γ > 0, which gives rise
to the contraction. The size of the noise-dominated region is determined by the additive constant in
curly brackets, σ2/γ2. When the squared prediction error is large, i.e. when ‖at|t−1 − αt||2 is large, the
contractive property of inequality (21) dominates. Indeed, the updating step is expected to be beneficial
whenever the squared prediction error exceeds σ2/(2γε). By contrast, when the squared prediction error
is small, e.g. if the prediction happens to be pinpoint accurate, the additive term σ2/γ2 dominates. In
this case, update at|t may be less accurate than prediction at|t−1.
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Inequality (21) thus points to an interesting trade-off related to the smoothing parameter: large
values of γ imply that the noise-dominated region is small, but the convergence towards this region is
slow (the contraction constant approaches unity). Smaller values of γ imply that the noise-dominated
region is larger, but the convergence to this region is faster. When predictions are relatively accurate, we
favour stability, i.e. large γ. When they are not, we favour responsiveness, i.e. small γ. This mechanism
highlights the importance of dynamically updating the value of the smoothing parameter γ or, in the
case of the Bellman filter, the precision matrix It|t−1. Indeed, the Bellman filter in Table 3 becomes more
responsive after a sequence of uninformative observations, such as outliers or missing observations; in the
machine-learning literature (e.g. Duchi et al., 2011) such filters are referred to as ‘adaptive’.

Finally, inequality (21) is related equation 29 in Toulis and Airoldi (2017b), who derive a similar
relation under the additional (i.e. stronger) conditions that (a) the target function depends on the state
only through an inner product with a given vector (Toulis and Airoldi, 2017b, p. 1), and (b) either the
target function or its gradient is Lipschitz in the state variable (Toulis and Airoldi, 2017b, note on p. 7).
As Asi and Duchi (2019, p. 2260) point out, the assumption of a Lipschitz gradient may be incompatible
with the assumption of strong concavity; indeed, Toulis and Airoldi (2017a, p. 1700) themselves suggest
that ‘it is possible that this [Lipschitz] condition can be relaxed’. Theorem 1 dispenses with this Lipschitz
condition, but part 4 retains the assumption in Toulis and Airoldi (2017a)—and most of the literature—
that the target function is strongly concave for (almost) all realisations yt. In the limit ε → 0, whereby
the target function is concave but not strongly concave, our inequality (21) is closely related to Theorem
3.2 in Asi and Duchi (2019). While the assumption of (strong) concavity is convenient, it appears to be
stronger than necessary: our simulation study in section 7 confirms that the Bellman filter performs well
for log-likelihood functions that are not (globally) concave.

6 Estimation of constant parameters

This section considers the estimation problem, as distinct from the filtering problem, in that we aim
to estimate both the time-varying states and the constant (hyper)parameter ψ. As before, we assume
the existence of the mode. To estimate the constant parameter ψ, computationally intensive methods
have been considered by many authors (see section 1). We deviate from this strand of literature by
decomposing the log likelihood in terms of the ‘fit’ generated by the Bellman filter, penalised by the
realised Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence (Kullback and Leibler, 1951) between filtered and predicted
states. Intuitively, we wish to maximise the congruence of the Bellman-filtered states and the data, while
simultaneously minimising the distance between filtered and predicted states to prevent over-fitting. The
proposed decomposition has the advantage that all terms can be evaluated or approximated using the
output of the Bellman filter; no sampling techniques or numerical integration methods are required. The
resulting estimation method is as straightforward and computationally inexpensive as ordinary estimation
of the Kalman filter using maximum likelihood.

To introduce the proposed decomposition, we focus on the log-likelihood contribution of a single
observation, `(yt|Ft−1) := log p(yt|Ft−1). The next computation is straightforward and holds for all
yt ∈ Rl and all αt ∈ Rm:

`(yt|Ft−1) = `(yt,αt|Ft−1)− `(αt|yt,Ft−1) = `(yt|αt) + `(αt|Ft−1)− `(αt|Ft). (22)

While the above decomposition is valid for any αt ∈ Rm, the resulting expression is not a computable
quantity, as αt remains unknown. It is practical to evaluate the expression at the Bellman-filtered state
estimate at|t, such that, by swapping the order of the last two terms, we obtain

`(yt|Ft−1) = `(yt|αt)
∣∣∣
αt=at|t

−
{
`(αt|Ft)− `(αt|Ft−1)

}∣∣∣
αt=at|t

. (23)

The first term on the right-hand side, `(yt|αt) evaluated at αt = at|t, quantifies the congruence (or ‘fit’)
between the Bellman-filtered state at|t and the observation yt, which we wish to maximise. We simulta-
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neously want to minimise the realised KL divergence between predictions and updates, as determined by
the difference between the two terms in curly brackets. The trade-off between maximising the first term
and minimising the second gives rise to a meaningful optimisation problem.

While the decomposition above is itself exact, we do not generally have an exact expression for
the KL divergence. To ensure that the log-likelihood contribution (23) is computable, we now turn to
approximating the KL divergence term. In deriving the Bellman filter, we presumed that the researcher’s
knowledge, as measured in log-likelihood space for each time step, could be approximated by a multivariate
quadratic function. Extending this line of reasoning, we consider the following approximations of the two
terms that compose the realised KL divergence:

`(αt|Ft) ≈
1

2
log det{It|t/(2π)} − 1

2
(αt − at|t)′ It|t (αt − at|t), (24)

`(αt|Ft−1) ≈ 1

2
log det{It|t−1/(2π)} − 1

2
(αt − at|t−1)′ It|t−1 (αt − at|t−1). (25)

Here the state αt is understood as a variable in Rm, while at|t−1, at|t, It|t−1 and It|t are known quantities
determined by the Bellman filter in Table 2 or 3, depending on the context. If the model is linear and
Gaussian, then the Bellman filter is exact (it is, in fact, the Kalman filter), as are equations (24)—(25).

To define our proposed approximate maximum-likelihood estimator (MLE), we take the usual defini-
tion ψ̂ := arg max

∑
`(yt|Ft−1). Next, we substitute the (exact) decomposition (23) and the approxima-

tions (24) and (25) to obtain

ψ̂ := arg max
ψ

n∑
t=t0+1

{
`(yt|at|t) +

1

2
log det(It|t−1)− 1

2
log det(It|t)−

1

2
(at|t − at|t−1)′ It|t−1 (at|t − at|t−1)

}
, (26)

where all terms on the right-hand side implicitly or explicitly depend on the (hyper)parameter ψ. Time
t0 ≥ 0 is long enough to ensure the mode exists at time t0. If model (12) is stationary and α0 is drawn
from the unconditional distribution, as in our simulation studies in section 7, then t0 = 0. The case
t0 > 0 is analogous to that for the Kalman filter when the first t0 observations are used to construct a
‘proper’ prior (see Harvey, 1990, p. 123). The first term inside curly brackets, involving the observation
density, is given by model (12). The remaining terms can be computed based on the output of the
Bellman filter in Table 2 or 3. Expression (26) can be viewed as an alternative to the prediction-error
decomposition for linear Gaussian state-space models (see e.g. Harvey, 1990, p. 126), the advantage being
that estimator (26) is applicable more generally.

Corollary 2 Take the linear Gaussian state-space model specified in Corollary 1. Assume that the
Kalman-filtered covariance matrices {Pt|t} are positive definite. Estimator (26) then equals the MLE.

Estimator (26) is only slightly more computationally demanding than standard maximum likelihood
estimation of the Kalman filter. The sole source of additional computational complexity derives from the
fact that the Bellman filter in Table 2 or 3 may perform several optimisation steps for each time step,
while the Kalman filter performs only one. However, because each optimisation step is straightforward
and few steps are typically required, the additional computational burden is negligible.

7 Simulation studies

7.1 Design

We conduct a Monte Carlo study to investigate the performance of the Bellman filter for a range of data-
generating processes (DGPs). Here we consider 10 DGPs with linear Gaussian state dynamics (12); the
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next section considers a model with nonlinear and degenerate state dynamics. The observation densities
are listed in Table 4, which also includes link functions, scores and information quantities. To avoid
selection bias on our part, Table 4 has been adapted with minor modifications from Koopman et al.
(2016). In taking the DGPs chosen by these authors, we test the performance of the Bellman filter on
an ‘exogenous’ set of models. While the numerically accelerated importance-sampling (NAIS) method
in Koopman et al. (2015, 2016) has been shown to produce highly accurate results, the Bellman filter
turns out to be equally (if not more) accurate at a fraction of the computational cost.

We add one DGP to the nine considered in Koopman et al. (2016): a local-level model with heavy-
tailed observation noise. While a local-level model with additive Gaussian observation noise would be
solved exactly by the Kalman filter, the latter does not adjust for heavy-tailed observation noise. Although
the Kalman filter remains the best linear unbiased estimator, the results below show that the (nonlinear)
Bellman filter fares better.

For each DGP in Table 4, we simulate 1,000 time series of length 5,000, where constant (hyper)parameters
for the first nine DGPs are taken from Koopman et al. (2016, Table 3). In particular, the state-transition
equation has parameters c = 0, T = 0.98, Q = 0.0225, except for both dependence models, in which case
c = 0.02, T = 0.98, Q = 0.01. In the observation equation, Student’s t distributions have 10 degrees
of freedom, i.e. ν = 10, except for the local-level model, in which case ν = 3. The remaining shape
parameters are κ = 4 for the negative binomial distribution, κ = 1.5 for the Gamma distribution, κ = 1.2
for the Weibull distribution and σ = 0.45 for the local-level model.

We use the first 2,500 observations to estimate the constant parameters. For time steps t = 2,501
through t = 5,000, we produce one-step-ahead predictions of quantities of interest, such as λt, βt, σt, ρt
and µt. We follow Koopman et al. (2016) in predicting κβt and Γ(1 + 1/κ)βt for the models involving
the Gamma and Weibull distributions, respectively, as these quantities equal the expectation of the data,
where the shape parameter κ is replaced by its estimate. Finally, we compute mean absolute errors
(MAEs) and root mean squared errors (RMSEs) by comparing predictions against their true (simulated)
counterparts. For each DGP and each method, the reported average loss is based on 2,500 × 1,000 =
2.5 million predictions. We consider five methods for making predictions:

1. Infeasible mode estimator (3): We use the true parameters and a moving window of 250
observations, whereby 250 first-order conditions are solved for each time step (larger windows
result in excessive computational times). For simplicity, one-step-ahead predictions of quantities of
interest are obtained by applying link functions, e.g. λ̃t|t−1 = exp(c+ T ãt−1|t−1).2

2. Bellman filter: The algorithm in Table 3 is initialised using the unconditional distribution. Each
optimisation uses Newton’s method if the realised information in Table 4 is nonnegative, and Fisher’s
method otherwise. We exit the iterative method when the estimated state is stable up to a tolerance
of 0.0001 or the number of iterations exceeds 40, whichever occurs first (on average, ∼5 iterations
are needed). Newton’s updating step is used if the realised information in Table 4 is nonnegative.
Otherwise a weighted average of Newton’s and Fisher’s updating steps is used, where the weights
are chosen to guarantee It|t ≥ It|t−1.3 Predictions are made using (a) the true parameters, (b) in-
sample estimated parameters and (c) out-of-sample estimated parameters. Parameter estimation is
based on estimator (26) using the first (or last) 2,500 observations for out-of-sample (or in-sample)
estimation. Bellman-predicted states at|t−1 are transformed using link functions to obtain quantities
of interest, e.g. λt|t−1 = exp(at|t−1).

2The transformation of predictions using (monotone) link functions is exact only if the (untransformed) predictions are
based on the median, not the mode, but for simplicity we ignore this difference.

3For the dependence model with the Gaussian distribution, the weight placed on Fisher’s updating step should weakly
exceed 1/2. For the Student’s t distribution, this generalises to 1/2 × (ν + 4)/(ν + 3). For the local-level model with
heavy-tailed noise, the weight given to Fisher’s updating step should weakly exceed (1 + ν/3)/(1 + 3ν).
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Table 4: Overview of data-generating processes in simulation studies.

DGP Link function Density Score Realised information Information

Type Distribution p(yt|αt)
d`(yt|αt)

dαt
−d2`(yt|αt)

dα2
t

E
[
−d2`(yt|αt)

dα2
t

∣∣∣αt]
Count Poisson λt = exp(αt) λytt exp(−λt)/yt! yt − λt λt λt

Count Negative bin. λt = exp(αt)
Γ(κ+ yt)

(
κ

κ+λt

)κ (
λt

κ+λt

)yt
Γ(κ)Γ(yt + 1)

yt −
λt(κ+ yt)

κ+ λt

κλt(κ+ yt)

(κ+ λt)2
κλt
κ+ λt

Intensity Exponential λt = exp(αt) λt exp(−λtyt) 1− λt yt ytλt 1

Duration Gamma βt = exp(αt)
yκ−1
t exp(−yt/βt)

Γ(κ)βκt

yt
βt
− κ yt

βt
κ

Duration Weibull βt = exp(αt)
κ (yt/βt)

κ−1

βt exp{(yt/βt)κ}
κ

(
yt
βt

)κ
− κ κ2

(
yt
βt

)κ
κ2

Volatility Gaussian σ2
t = exp(αt)

exp{−y2t /(2σ2
t )}

{2πσ2
t }1/2

y2t
2σ2

t

− 1

2

y2t
2σ2

t

1

2

Volatility Student’s t σ2
t = exp(αt)

Γ
(
ν+1
2

) (
1 +

y2t
(ν−2)σ2

t

)− ν+1
2√

(ν − 2)πΓ (ν/2)σt

ωt y
2
t

2σ2
t

− 1

2

ν − 2

ν + 1

ω2
t y

2
t

2σ2
t

ν

2ν + 6

ωt :=
ν + 1

ν − 2 + y2t /σ
2
t

Dependence Gaussian ρt =
1− exp(−αt)
1 + exp(−αt)

exp
{
− y

2
1t+y

2
2t−2ρty1ty2t
2(1−ρ2t )

}
2π
√

1− ρ2t

ρt
2

+
1

2

z1t z2t
1− ρ2t

0 � 1

4

z21t + z22t
1− ρ2t

− 1− ρ2t
4

1 + ρ2t
4

z1t := y1t − ρty2t
z2t := y2t − ρty1t

Dependence Student’s t ρt =
1− exp(−αt)
1 + exp(−αt)

ν
(

1 +
y21t+y

2
2t−2ρty1ty2t

(ν−2)(1−ρ2t )

)− ν+2
2

2π(ν − 2)
√

1− ρ2t

ρt
2

+
ωt
2

z1t z2t
1− ρ2t

0 � ωt
4

z21t + z22t
1− ρ2t

− 1− ρ2t
4
− 1

2

ω2
t

ν + 2

z21t + z22t
(1− ρ2t )2

2 + ν(1 + ρ2t )

4(ν + 4)

z1t := y1t − ρty2t ωt :=
ν + 2

ν − 2 +
y21t+y

2
2t−2ρty1ty2t

1−ρ2t
z2t := y2t − ρty1t

Local level Student’s t µt = αt
Γ
(
ν+1
2

) (
1 + (yt−µt)2

(ν−2)σ2

)− ν+1
2√

(ν − 2)πΓ
(
ν
2

)
σ

1

σ

(ν + 1)et
ν − 2 + e2t

0 � ν + 1

σ2

ν − 2− e2t
(ν − 2 + e2t )

2

ν(ν + 1)

σ2(ν − 2)(ν + 3)

et :=
yt − µt
σ

Note: The table contains ten data-generating processes (DGPs) and link functions, the first nine of which are adapted from Koopman et al. (2016). For each model, the
DGP is given by the linear Gaussian state equation (12) in combination with the observation density and link functions indicated in the table. The table further displays
scores, realised information quantities and expected information quantities. The realised information quantities are nonnegative except for the bottom three models.
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3. Importance sampler: For the numerically accelerated importance-sampling (NAIS) method, we
follow Koopman et al. (2016), whose code is available as supplementary material to their article.
For each time step, we deviate slightly by computing both the weighted mean and the weighted
median of the (simulated) predictions, where the weights are as in Koopman et al. (2016). The
resulting point predictions are used to compute RMSEs and MAEs, respectively.

4. Particle filter: We follow Malik and Pitt’s (2011) implementation of the continuous sampling
importance resampling (CSIR) particle filter, as it allows (hyper)parameters to be estimated using
the same numerical optimisers employed for other methods. Experimentation suggests that using
1,000 particles is necessary to achieve a performance similar to that of the other methods. We
store the mean and the median of the predictions at each time step to compute RMSEs and MAEs,
respectively.

5. Kalman filter: This method is used to estimate both stochastic-volatility (SV) models and the
local-level model. For both SV models, we follow the convention of squaring the observations
and taking logarithms to obtain a linear state-space model, albeit with biased and non-Gaussian
observation noise (for details, see Ruiz, 1994 or Harvey et al., 1994). Predicted states can now be
obtained via quasi maximum-likelihood estimation (QMLE) of the Kalman filter. For the local-
level model with heavy-tailed observation noise, the Kalman filter is applied directly, i.e. without
adjustments, and estimated by QMLE.

7.2 Results

Table 5 contains MAEs of one-step-ahead predictions (RMSEs are shown in Appendix M). Table 6 shows
the average computation times (in seconds per sample) required for parameter estimation and filtering.
We draw attention to four main findings.

First, comparing the performance of the Bellman filter against that of the infeasible mode estimator
reveals that the MAE of the Bellman filter using true parameters is at most ∼0.3% higher for all DGPs
considered. When the parameters are estimated in an in-sample setting, the Bellman filter slightly
outperforms the mode estimator. In an out-of-sample setting, the MAE of the Bellman filter remains
within ∼1.7% of that of the mode estimator for nine out of ten DGPs, while exceeding the MAE of the
mode estimator by at most ∼2% (for the dependence model with the Student’s t distribution). Hence,
only a small fraction of the additional MAE is caused by approximate filtering and estimation. The
majority can be ascribed to the design choice that the parameter estimation uses only the first half of
the data, whereas the evaluation of MAEs pertains to the second half.

Second, the Bellman filter performs approximately on par with the more computationally intensive
NAIS method. Table 5 shows that the importance sampler outperforms the Bellman filter by a maximum
of 0.16% in terms of MAE (for the dependence model with a Gaussian distribution). For six out of
nine DGPs, the results are reversed: the Bellman filter marginally outperforms the NAIS method. This
may be due to the fact that the latter also contains an approximation; for each time step, only a finite
number of predictions are simulated on which the median is based. Table 6 shows that for estimating the
parameters, the Bellman filter is faster by a factor 4 (for the Gaussian volatility model) to a factor 10 (for
the Weibull distribution model). In solving the filtering problem, the Bellman filter is faster by a factor
between ∼1,000 (for the Gaussian volatility model) and ∼2,000 (for the Weibull distribution model).

Third, Table 5 shows that the Bellman filter marginally outperforms the particle filter for six of ten
models, while the reverse holds for three models, with the Gaussian volatility model resulting in a draw
based on four decimal places. The largest difference is 0.28% in favour of the particle filter, which occurs
for the local-level model. When estimating the constant parameters, Table 6 shows that the Bellman
filter is faster by a factor between ∼100 (for the Student’s t dependence model) and ∼250 (for the Gamma
duration model). When filtering the latent states, the Bellman filter is faster by a factor between ∼160
(for the Gaussian dependence model) and ∼400 (for the negative binomial count model).
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Table 5: Mean absolute errors (MAEs) of one-step-ahead predictions.

Infeasible Bellman filter Importance Particle Kalman
estimator sampler filter filter

Parameters→ True True Estimated Estimated Estimated Estimated Estimated
In-/Out-of-sample→ – – In Out Out Out Out

Type Distribution Absolute MAE Relative MAE Relative MAE

Count Poisson 0.3556 1.0029 0.9948 1.0017 1.0023 1.0024 n/a
Count Negative bin. 0.3816 1.0006 0.9965 1.0047 1.0060 1.0055 n/a
Intensity Exponential 0.3998 1.0036 0.9943 1.0032 1.0039 1.0041 n/a
Duration Gamma 0.5374 1.0022 0.9952 1.0023 1.0028 1.0028 n/a
Duration Weibull 0.3493 1.0034 0.9931 1.0014 1.0017 1.0016 n/a
Volatility Gaussian 0.1860 1.0034 0.9934 1.0050 1.0049 1.0050 1.1686
Volatility Student’s t 0.1930 1.0014 0.9985 1.0117 1.0096 1.0092 1.1709
Dependence Gaussian 0.1131 1.0010 0.9981 1.0165 1.0149 1.0151 n/a
Dependence Student’s t 0.1160 1.0004 0.9994 1.0205 1.0207 1.0210 n/a
Local level Student’s t 0.1977 1.0012 0.9998 1.0025 n/a 0.9997 1.0793

Note: We simulated 1,000 time series each of length 5,000 for 10 data-generating processes of type (12) (the obser-
vation densities are listed in Table 4). Parameter estimation is based on the first 2,500 observations (out-of-sample
estimation) or the last 2,500 observations (in-sample estimation) and is performed as follows: Bellman filter: based on
estimator (26); importance sampler: as in Koopman et al. (2015, 2016); Particle filter: as in Malik and Pitt (2011);
Kalman filter: quasi maximum likelihood estimation. To make predictions of λt, βt, σt, ρt and µt using the Bellman
filter, we plug Bellman-predicted states at|t−1 into the link functions in Table 4, such that e.g. λt|t−1 = exp(at|t−1).
As in Koopman et al. (2016), for the Gamma and Weibull models we predict κβt and Γ(1+1/κ)βt, respectively, where
the shape parameter κ is replaced by its estimate. To make predictions using simulation-based methods (importance
sampler and particle filter), we compute the median of the simulations. In all cases, mean absolute errors (MAEs) are
computed by comparing the last 2,500 predictions with their true (simulated) counterparts, and are reported relative
to the MAE of the infeasible estimator.

Table 6: Average computing time (in seconds per sample).

DGP Estimation Filtering

Type Distribution
Particle Importance Bellman Importance Particle Bellman
filter sampler filter sampler filter filter

Count Poisson 51 1.1 0.25 4.0 0.7 0.0024
Count Negative binomial 146 3.1 0.64 5.2 1.0 0.0024
Intensity Exponential 43 1.1 0.24 3.4 0.6 0.0022
Duration Gamma 138 3.8 0.55 4.8 1.0 0.0026
Duration Weibull 162 8.4 0.84 9.4 1.4 0.0060
Volatility Gaussian 48 1.3 0.28 3.7 0.7 0.0023
Volatility Student’s t 95 2.7 0.70 5.2 1.0 0.0027
Dependence Gaussian 69 2.4 0.57 5.5 0.8 0.0050
Dependence Student’s t 129 6.4 1.21 7.1 1.1 0.0060
Local level Student’s t 176 n/a 1.01 n/a 0.9 0.0029

Note: Computation times are measured on a computer running 64-bit Windows 8.1 Pro with an Intel(R)
Core(TM) i7-4810MQ CPU @ 2.80GHz with 16.0 GB of RAM. The numerical optimisation for all methods
uses the Matlab function fminunc with identical settings.

Fourth, although the Kalman and Bellman filters are usually in close agreement, the robustness of the
Bellman filter means that it compares favourably with the Kalman filter for the SV and local-level models.
Focusing on the local-level model, the performance of the Bellman filter is within ∼0.25% of the infeasible
estimator, even at parameters estimated out-of-sample. In contrast, the Kalman filter, confronted with
heavy-tailed observation noise, lags ∼8% behind the infeasible estimator. This difference is not due to
the choice of loss function; the relative performance of the Kalman filter deteriorates further if we report
RMSEs (see Appendix M). Moreover, the maximum absolute error in the out-of-sample period, averaged
across 1,000 samples, is 1.74 for the Kalman filter; considerably higher than that for the Bellman filter
(0.97). This shows that the Bellman filter is more robust in the face of heavy-tailed observation noise,
while having only a single additional parameter to estimate (the degrees of freedom of the observation
noise, ν). As with Harvey and Luati’s (2014) observation-driven model, the robustness of the Bellman
filter can be attributed to the redescending (hence bounded) location score for a Student’s t distribution.
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8 Empirical example with nonlinear and degenerate state dynamics

This section considers a recent state-space model in financial econometrics featuring multidimensional,
nonlinear and degenerate state dynamics, and demonstrates that the Bellman filter outperforms the
particle filter for the purposes of both parameter estimation and filtering.

8.1 Model

Catania (2020, eq. 1) considers a stochastic-volatility model with a general leverage specification:

yt = µ+ exp(ht/2) εt, εt ∼ i.i.d. N(0, 1), (27)

ht = c+ ϕht−1 + ση ηt, (28)

ηt =
k∑
j=0

ρj εt−j + σξ ξt, ξt ∼ i.i.d. N(0, 1). (29)

Here, yt is a financial log return, with median (but not mean, as we shall see) µ. The dynamics for the
log-volatility process {ht} feature the intercept c, persistence parameter |ϕ| < 1 and variability ση > 0.
The volatility shock ηt is a linear function of current and lagged return shocks, i.e. εt, . . . , εt−k, where
k ≥ 0 represents the maximum lag length. Unlike in standard volatility models, the return shock εt
and log-volatility ht are generally dependent; both are related to ηt whenever ρ0 6= 0. When ρ0 < 0, as
is typical for financial returns, a negative return shock εt tends to coincide, contemporaneously, with a
positive volatility shock ηt. This is known as the ‘volatility-feedback effect’ (e.g. Wu, 2001, Carr and Wu,
2017) and implies that the distribution of yt is negatively skewed, explaining why µ is the median but
not generally the mean. While Catania (2020) sets µ = 0, the introduction of µ enables a more accurate
estimation of ρ0 by disentangling location and scale dynamics. Parameters ρj ∈ (−1, 1) for j = 1, . . . , k
quantify a generalised ‘leverage effect’: the impact of multiple lagged return shocks εt−j on the volatility

shock ηt. Catania (2020) sets σ2
ξ = 1 −

∑k
j=0 ρ

2
j with

∑k
j=0 ρ

2
j < 1 to ensure that the unconditional

variance of ηt is unity; this is required for the identification of ση.

8.2 State-space formulation

Model (27) through (29) can be written in the general state-space format (1) if the latent state is identified
as at = (ht, ht−1, . . . , ht−k)

′ ∈ Rk+1, which contains the log volatility ht as well as k lags. As we show
in Appendix N, the probability density of yt ∈ R conditional on the state at and the information set at
time t− 1 is Gaussian with mean µy,t and standard deviation σy,t as follows:

p(yt|at,Ft−1) =
1

σy,t
√

2π
exp

(
−(yt − µy,t)2

2σ2
y,t

)
, σy,t = exp(ht/2)

√
1− ρ2

0

1−
∑k

j=1 ρ
2
j

, (30)

µy,t = µ+
ρ0

1−
∑k

j=1 ρ
2
j

exp(ht/2)

ht − c− ϕht−1

ση
−

k∑
j=1

ρj
yt−j − µ

exp(ht−j/2)

 .
The mean µy,t depends on the log volatility ht as well as k of its lags (except when ρ0 = 0), such that
yt provides information about the entire state vector at = (ht, . . . , ht−k)

′. As discussed below, this will
be important for the choice of estimation method. The density of the state vector at conditional on the
previous state and the information set Ft−1 is a degenerate Gaussian (for details, see Appendix N):

p(at|at−1,Ft−1) =
1

σh,t
√

2π
exp

(
−

(ht − µh,t)2

2σ2
h,t

)
×

k∏
j=1

δ(aj+1,t − aj,t−1), (31)
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µh,t = c+ ϕht−1 + ση

k∑
j=1

ρj
yt−j − µ

exp(ht−j/2)
, σh,t = ση

√√√√1−
k∑
j=1

ρ2
j .

Here, aj,t denotes the j-th element of the state vector at = (ht, ht−1, . . . , ht−k)
′, and δ(·) denotes the Dirac

delta function. The product of Dirac deltas ensures that the second element of at equals the first element
in at−1, and so on. The resulting state dynamics are multidimensional, nonlinear and degenerate. This
is problematic, as parameter estimation for multidimensional states (Kantas et al., 2015, p. 335) and/or
degenerate state dynamics (Künsch, 2013, p. 1396) using particle-filtering methods remains a challenge
that has not yet been fully resolved in the literature. For the same reasons, approximate filters such as
that in Koyama et al. (2010) are ruled out.

8.3 Estimation methods

Catania (2020) estimates state-space model (30) and (31) using a univariate implementation of Malik
and Pitt’s (2011) continuous sampling importance resampling (CSIR) method. This approach comes with
four potential disadvantages. First, the univariate approach means that only the first element of the state
vector at = (ht, ht−1, . . . , ht−k)

′ is estimated at time t, while the other elements remain fixed at previously
estimated values. Second, the effect of this univariate approach on parameter estimation and model
selection is a priori unclear. Third, while the CSIR method guarantees a continuous approximation of
the log-likelihood function, this approximation need not be smooth, potentially causing standard gradient-
based optimisers to fail. Our implementation employs a grid search to identify promising areas of the
parameter space, followed by a simplex-based optimisation algorithm, which does not utilise gradients
but tends to be more time consuming. Fourth, numerical standard errors derived from the inversion of
negative Hessian matrices may be misleading when the objective function is non-smooth. For a piecewise
linear approximation as in the CSIR method, finite-difference Hessian matrices may be badly scaled when
evaluated near kinks, or identically zero when evaluated on linear pieces. This observation may explain
the exceedingly small standard errors reported in Catania (2020), as well as our finding that Hessian
matrices based on the CSIR method frequently fail to be invertible.

We also employ the general version of the Bellman filter (section 3.1) extended to account for de-
generate state dynamics (section 3.2). The Bellman filter is implemented using closed-form expressions
(given in Appendix O) for derivatives of the observation and state-transition log densities. We identify
promising starting values for the constant parameters using a grid search, after which we implement
estimator (26) using a gradient-based numerical optimiser. In the Bellman-filtering procedure, at each
time step we execute Newton or Fisher optimisation steps when the search direction is well defined; oth-
erwise, the optimisation is skipped and the update is set equal to the prediction. This somewhat crude
approach ensures that the filter runs smoothly even when using flawed parameter values, which may be
encountered during the black-box estimation routine (26). At the optimal parameter values identified
using this routine, the filter is convergent at every time step.

8.4 Simulation results

For our simulation study, we select two sets of realistic parameter values shown in Table 7, and generate
100 series of length 5,000, using the first half for parameter estimation. The results in Table 7 show, first,
that average parameter estimates of ρ0, ρ1 and ρ2 obtained by the CSIR particle filter are inaccurate,
while those based on the Bellman filter are relatively accurate. For example, the average estimate of
ρ2 by the Bellman filter differs from the true value by no more than 0.01, compared to at least 0.20
for the particle filter. Second, the estimates based on the particle filter vary greatly across samples,
as can be seen from the large standard deviations in parentheses, while parameter estimates based on
the Bellman filter are relatively stable. Third, the average of numerically computed standard errors,
in square brackets, indicates that standard errors are somewhat reliable for the Bellman filter, closely
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Table 7: Average parameter estimates across 100 samples, standard deviations (in parentheses) and the
average of numerical standard errors (in square brackets).

Parameter estimates MAE
µ c ϕ ση ρ0 ρ1 ρ2 ht|t−1

True value → 0.0015 −0.2000 0.9800 0.2500 −0.7000 −0.4000 0.3000 ht

Bellman filter 0.0015 −0.2068 0.9791 0.2518 −0.6508 −0.4384 0.2938 0.3585
(0.0001) (0.0381) (0.0040) (0.0242) (0.0893) (0.1148) (0.1005)

[0.0001] [0.0327] [0.0034] [0.0264] [0.0940] [0.1072] [0.1016]

Particle filter 0.0016 −0.2616 0.9738 0.2794 −0.7388 −0.1085 0.0950 0.3822
(0.0002) (0.1550) (0.0156) (0.0512) (0.1097) (0.2933) (0.2030)

[0.0001] [0.0035] [0.0006] [0.0036] [0.0040] [0.0046] [0.0047]

True value → 0.0015 −0.2000 0.9800 0.2500 −0.4000 −0.7000 0.3000 ht

Bellman filter 0.0015 −0.2076 0.9789 0.2653 −0.3548 −0.7146 0.3059 0.3354
(0.0001) (0.0330) (0.0035) (0.0339) (0.0834) (0.0622) (0.0844)

[0.0001] [0.0342] [0.0036] [0.0328] [0.0882] [0.0636] [0.0889]

Particle filter 0.0015 −0.2424 0.9757 0.2496 −0.4712 −0.4414 0.0607 0.3578
(0.0003) (0.0990) (0.0101) (0.0623) (0.2071) (0.3469) (0.2580)

[0.0001] [0.0047] [0.0007] [0.0062] [0.0070] [0.0074] [0.0081]

Note: MAE = mean absolute error. For both sets of true parameter values, we simulate 100 samples of length 5,000
and compute parameter estimates based on the first 2,500 observations. For the Bellman filter, we use the proposed
approximate estimator (26). For the particle filter, we follow Catania (2020) in using Malik and Pitt’s (2011) con-
tinuous sampling importance resampling (CSIR) particle filter with 5,000 particles. For each sample we compute,
in addition to parameter estimates, numerical standard errors by inverting the negative Hessian matrix evaluated
at the peak and taking the square root of the diagonal. We exclude standard errors based on non-invertible Hessian
matrices, which were encountered in ∼40% of samples based on the CSIR method. Using estimated parameters,
we make out-of-sample predictions by running the filter on the entire data set. We compute mean absolute errors
(MAEs) by comparing out-of-sample predictions ht|t−1 with actual (simulated) values ht for t > 2,500.

matching the actual variation across samples, but not for the CSIR method, where they are several orders
of magnitude too small. This observation casts doubt on the validity of similarly small standard errors
reported in Catania (2020). Fourth, the right-most column shows that the improved parameter estimates
lead to out-of-sample forecasting gains, which are consistent across samples (the Bellman filter produces
better forecasts for each sample) and overwhelmingly statistically significant according to a standard
Diebold-Mariano test (not shown).

8.5 Empirical results

For our empirical application, we take log returns of the S&P500 from 3 Jan 1990 to 31 Dec 2019
(7,558 observations). Table 8 shows preferred models when using the Bayesian information criterion,
which suggests setting k = 3 lags for both estimation methods when up to 10 lags are allowed (full
estimation results are available in Appendix P). Parameter estimates for both estimation methods are
similar; perhaps due to the comparatively long data set. Both methods indicate that volatility feedback
and leverage play important roles, with the positive estimate of ρ3 suggesting that the leverage effect is
temporary: upward volatility shocks following negative returns may be partially reversed on day three.
The small standard errors for the particle filter, similar to those reported in Catania (2020, table 2), may
underestimate the true uncertainty surrounding the parameter estimates.

9 Conclusion

The Bellman filter for state-space models as developed in this article generalises the Kalman filter and
is equally computationally inexpensive, but is robust in the case of heavy-tailed observation noise and
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Table 8: Parameter estimates for preferred model specifications with numerical standard errors in square
brackets.

µ c ϕ ση ρ0 ρ1 ρ2 ρ3

Bellman filter 0.0513 −0.0006 0.9815 0.2582 −0.3770 −0.5828 −0.0913 0.4633
[0.0083] [0.0022] [0.0026] [0.0159] [0.0485] [0.0661] [0.0989] [0.0603]

Particle filter 0.0519 −0.0056 0.9828 0.2395 −0.3979 −0.5707 −0.1141 0.4593
[0.0042] [0.0016] [0.0018] [0.0051] [0.0088] [0.0067] [0.0073] [0.0050]

Note: For both estimation methods, the preferred model determined by the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) has
three lags. Full estimation results with up to ten lags are available in Appendix P. The data are log returns of the
S&P500 (multiplied by 100) from 3 Jan 1990 to 31 Dec 2019 (7,558 observations).

applicable to a wider range of (nonlinear and non-Gaussian) models. Under suitable conditions, the
Bellman-filtered states are shown to be (a) stable over time as well as (b) contractive in quadratic
mean to a small region around the true state at every time step. Unlike most results for approximate
filters, the contraction result is global in that it holds even for arbitrarily bad predictions. When the
latent state is constant over time, the Bellman filter collapses to an implicit stochastic-gradient method,
connecting it with recent advances in statistics and machine learning. Approximate parameter estimation
is computationally efficient and remains possible for high-dimensional latent states and/or degenerate
state dynamics; in this general setting, no exact methods are currently available.

We investigated the performance of the Bellman filter in extensive simulation studies. For a wide range
of univariate models, the predictions of the Bellman filter are near identical to those of state-of-the art
simulation-based methods. Filtering speeds are improved by factors up to ∼160 (compared to particle
filters) and ∼2,000 (cf. importance samplers). Likewise, computation times for estimating constant
parameters are reduced by factors up to ∼10 (cf. importance samplers) and ∼400 (cf. particle filters).
For a recent model in financial econometrics featuring high-dimensional, nonlinear and degenerate state
dynamics, the Bellman filter outperforms the particle filter for the purposes of both parameter estimation
and filtering.
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A Proof of Proposition 1

To understand how a recursive approach may be feasible, we start by noting that the joint log-likelihood function (2) satisfies
a straightforward recursive relation for 2 ≤ t ≤ n as follows:

`(a1:t,y1:t) = `(yt|at) + `(at|at−1) + `(a1:t−1,y1:t−1). (A.1)

That is, in transitioning from time t − 1 to time t, two terms are added: one representing the state-transition density,
`(at|at−1); the other representing the observation density, `(yt|at). Next, standard dynamic-programming arguments imply

Vt(at) := max
a1:t−1∈Rm×(t−1)

`(a1:t,y1:t), by definition (4), (A.2)

= max
a1:t−1∈Rm×(t−1)

{
`(yt|at) + `(at|at−1) + `(a1:t−1,y1:t−1)

}
, by recursion (A.1),

= max
at−1∈Rm

{
`(yt|at) + `(at|at−1) + max

a1:t−2∈Rm×(t−2)
`(a1:t−1,y1:t−1)

}
,
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by moving all but one maximisation inside curly brackets,

= max
at−1∈Rm

{
`(yt|at) + `(at|at−1) + Vt−1(at−1)

}
, again by definition (4),

= `(yt|at) + max
at−1∈Rm

{
`(at|at−1) + Vt−1(at−1)

}
.

Further, it is evident that

at|t := arg max
at∈Rm

Vt(at) = arg max
at∈Rm

max
a1:t−1∈Rm×(t−1)

`(a1:t,y1:t) = ãt|t, (A.3)

where ãt|t was defined in equation (3).

B Block-matrix inversion

Consider the second diagonal block of the negative Hessian matrix in equation (9). Define this block as Dt ∈ Rm×m and
define its Schur complement St ∈ Rm×m as follows:

Dt := It−1|t−1 + J22
t , St := J11

t − J12
t D−1

t J21
t −

d2`(yt|at)
datda′t

. (B.1)

As is standard (e.g. Bernstein, 2009, p. 108), the required block-matrix inverse can then be expressed as[
J11
t − d2`(yt|at)

datda
′
t

J12
t

J21
t It−1|t−1 + J22

t

]−1

=

[
S−1
t −S−1

t J12
t D

−1
t

−D−1
t J21

t S
−1
t D−1

t +D−1
t J21

t S
−1
t J12

t D
−1
t

]
, (B.2)

as long as the required inverses exist.

C Derivation of equation (11)

Here we compute the negative Hessian of the value function, i.e.

Vt(at) = `(yt|at) + max
at−1∈Rm

{
`(at|at−1)− 1

2
(at−1 − at−1|t−1)′It−1|t−1(at−1 − at−1|t−1)

}
,

= `(yt|at) + `(at|a∗t−1)− 1

2
(a∗t−1 − at−1|t−1)′It−1|t−1(a∗t−1 − at−1|t−1), (C.1)

where the second line employs the definition

a∗t−1 := arg max
at−1∈Rm

{
`(at|at−1)− 1

2
(at−1 − at−1|t−1)′It−1|t−1(a∗t−1 − at−1|t−1)

}
. (C.2)

We must keep in mind that a∗t−1 depends on at; we could have written a∗t−1(at). Indeed, to compute the negative Hessian
of Vt(at), we must account for the change in a∗t−1(at) using the chain rule. The first-order condition satisfied by a∗t−1, i.e.

0 =
d`(at|a∗t−1)

da∗t−1

− It−1|t−1(a∗t−1 − at−1|t−1), (C.3)

can be differentiated with respect to at to obtain

0 =

[
−J21

t − J22
t

da∗t−1

da′t
− It−1|t−1

da∗t−1

da′t

]
at−1=a∗t−1

, (C.4)

where J21
t and J22

t are as in equation (10). Solving for the sensitivity of a∗t−1 with respect to at, we obtain

da∗t−1

da′t
=
[
−(It−1|t−1 + J22

t )−1J21
t

]
at−1=a∗t−1

. (C.5)

Next, the chain rule tells us that the Hessian with respect to at can be computed as

d2 ·
datda′t

=

 1m×m
da∗t−1

da′t

′


∂2 ·
∂at∂a′t

∂2 ·
∂at∂a∗t−1

′

∂2 ·
∂a∗t−1∂a

′
t

∂2 ·
∂a∗t−1∂a

∗
t−1
′


 1m×m

da∗t−1

da′t

 ,
where instances of ∂ and d denote ‘partial’ and ‘total’ derivatives, respectively, while 1m×m denotes an identity matrix of
size m×m. By the first-order envelope theorem, no first order derivative with respect to a∗t−1 appears. The negative Hessian
of Vt(at) becomes

−d2Vt(at)

datda′t
=

 1m×m
da∗t−1

da′t

′  J11
t −

d2`(yt|at)
datda′t

J12
t

J21
t It−1,t−1 + J22

t

 1m×m
da∗t−1

da′t

∣∣∣∣∣∣
at−1=a∗t−1

,
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= J11
t −

d2`(yt|at)
datda′t

− 2J12
t (It−1|t−1 + J22

t )−1J21
t +

da∗t−1

dat
(It−1,t−1 + J22

t )
da∗t−1

da′t

∣∣∣∣
at−1=a∗t−1

,

= J11
t −

d2`(yt|at)
datda′t

− J12
t (It−1|t−1 + J22

t )−1J12
t

∣∣∣∣
at−1=a∗t−1

. (C.6)

Finally a∗t−1(at|t) = at−1|t, such that

−d2Vt(at)

datda′t

∣∣∣∣
at|t

=

[
J11
t −

d2`(yt|at)
datda′t

− J12
t (It−1|t−1 + J22

t )−1J21
t

]
at=at|t,at−1=at−1|t

, (C.7)

which confirms equation (11).

D Kalman information update as a special case of (11)

For the linear Gaussian model in Corollary 1, we have J11
t = Q−1, J12

t = Q−1T , J21
t = T ′Q−1, J22

t = T ′Q−1T and
d2`(yt|at)/(datda′t) = Z′H−1Z. Substituting these equalities into the information update (11), we obtain

It|t = Q−1 −Q−1T (It−1|t−1 + T ′Q−1T )−1T ′Q−1 +Z′H−1Z,

= It|t−1 +Z′H−1Z, (D.1)

where It|t−1 is defined as

It|t−1 := Q−1 −Q−1T (It−1|t−1 + T ′Q−1T )−1T ′Q−1 = (TIt−1|t−1T
′ +Q)−1, (D.2)

and where the second equality follows by the Woodbury matrix equality (e.g. Henderson and Searle, 1981, eq. 1). Next,
assuming the inverses Pt|t−1 := I−1

t|t−1 and Pt|t := I−1
t|t exist, using again Henderson and Searle (1981, eq. 1), we find

Pt|t = I−1
t|t = (It|t−1 +Z′H−1Z)−1 = Pt|t−1 − Pt|t−1Z

′(ZPt|t−1Z
′ +H)−1ZPt|t−1, (D.3)

which is exactly the Kalman filter covariance matrix updating step (again, see Harvey, 1990, p. 106).

E Derivation of equation (14)

Computing the first-order condition in equation (14), with respect to at−1, we obtain

0 = T ′Q−1(at − c− Tat−1)− It−1|t−1(at−1 − at−1|t−1), (E.1)

the solution of which reads

a∗t−1 =
(
It−1|t−1 + T ′Q−1T

)−1 {
It−1|t−1 at−1|t−1 + T ′Q−1(at − c)

}
, (E.2)

which depends linearly on at. In principle, equation (14) in the main text can be obtained by substituting equation (E.2) into
equation (13) and performing algebraic manipulations. The desired result can be obtained more elegantly by ‘completing
the square’ as follows. First, we replace at with a∗t in equation (13), which then contains the following terms:

−1

2
(at − c− Ta∗t−1)′ Q−1 (at − c− Ta∗t−1)− 1

2
(a∗t−1 − at−1|t−1)′ It−1|t−1 (a∗t−1 − at−1|t−1). (E.3)

Then we recall from equation (E.2) that a∗t−1 is linear in at, such that the collection of terms in equation (E.3) above is
at most multivariate quadratic in at. Hence, we should be able to rewrite equation (E.3) as a quadratic function (i.e., by
completing the square) as follows:

−1

2
(at − at|t−1)′ It|t−1(at − at|t−1) + constants, (E.4)

for some vector at|t−1 to be found and some matrix It|t−1 to be determined.
To do this, we note that at|t−1 represents the argmax of equation (E.4), which can most readily be found by differentiating

equation (E.3) with respect to at and setting the result to zero. Using the envelope theorem, we need not account for the
fact that a∗t−1 depends on at (the first derivative with respect to a∗t−1 is zero because a∗t−1 is optimal). Thus we set the
derivative of equation (E.3) with respect to at equal to zero, which gives 0 = at − c−Ta∗t−1, or, by substituting a∗t−1 from
equation (E.2), we obtain

0 = at − c− T [It−1|t−1 + T ′Q−1T ]−1It−1|t−1at−1|t−1 (E.5)

−T [It−1|t−1 + T ′Q−1T ]−1T ′Q−1(at − c).

The solution to this equation reads at|t−1 := Tat−1|t−1 + c, which confirms the expression in Table 3.
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Next, we compute the negative second derivative of equation (E.3) with respect to at, which should give us It|t−1. To
account for the dependence of a∗t−1 on at, we use the chain rule. Specifically, in equation (E.2), a∗t−1 is linear in at, with
the following Jacobian matrix:

J :=
da∗t−1

da′t
= [It−1|t−1 + T ′Q−1T ]−1 T ′Q−1. (E.6)

Next, the chain rule tells us that

d2 ·
datda′t

=

[
1m×m
J

]′ 
∂2 ·

∂at∂a′t

∂2 ·
∂at∂a∗t−1

′

∂2 ·
∂a∗t−1∂a

′
t

∂2 ·
∂a∗t−1∂a

∗
t−1
′

[ 1m×m
J

]
, (E.7)

where instances of ∂ and d denote ‘partial’ and ‘total’ derivatives, respectively, while 1m×m denotes an m×m identity matrix.
As before, the envelope theorem ensures that no first derivative with respect to a∗t appears. When applying equation (E.7),
we find that the negative second derivative of equation (E.3) becomes[

1m×m
J

]′ [
Q−1 −Q−1T
−T ′Q−1 It−1|t−1 + T ′Q−1T

] [
1m×m
J

]
= Q−1 −Q−1TJ︸ ︷︷ ︸−J ′T ′Q−1︸ ︷︷ ︸+J ′[It−1|t−1 + T ′Q−1T ]J︸ ︷︷ ︸,
= Q−1 −Q−1T [It−1|t−1 + T ′Q−1T ]−1T ′Q−1. (E.8)

In the last line, we have used the fact that all three terms with curly brackets equal Q−1T [It|t + T ′Q−1T ]−1T ′Q−1, such
that two terms with curly brackets and opposite signs cancel, leaving only one term with a negative sign, which confirms
the expression for It|t−1 in Table 3.

F Kalman filter as a special case

Consider the linear Gaussian state-space model in Corollary 1. Suppose the inverse of the Kalman-filtered covariance
matrix exists, i.e. P−1

t−1|t−1 := It−1|t−1 exists. In Table 3, take the starting point a
(0)

t|t = at|t−1, and use Newton or Fisher
optimisation steps. Given that the observation density is Gaussian, the log likelihood `(yt|at) is multivariate quadratic in at,
such that the entire objective function (14) turns out to be multivariate quadratic in at. The matrix of second derivatives
is constant, such that Newton and Fisher optimisation steps are identical. Moreover, given the quadratic nature of the
objective function, both methods find the location of the optimum in a single step. Indeed, the result is the classic Kalman
filter, albeit written in the information form.

More explicitly, take yt = d+Z αt + εt with εt ∼ i.i.d. N(0,H). Then

`(yt|at) = −1/2(yt − d−Zat)′H−1(yt − d−Zat) + constants. (F.1)

The score and realised information are

d `
(
yt|at

)
dat

= Z′H−1 (yt − d−Zat), −
d2 `

(
yt|at

)
dat da′t

= Z′H−1Z. (F.2)

As the realised information is constant, it equals the (expected) marginal information. Taking the starting point a
(0)

t|t = at|t−1

for Newton’s optimisation method, the estimate after a single Newton iteration reads

a
(1)

t|t = at|t−1 +
(
It|t−1 +Z′H−1Z

)−1
Z′H−1(yt − d−Zat|t−1), (F.3)

which is exactly the Kalman filter level update written in information form. To see the equivalence with the covariance form
of the Kalman filter, suppose that Pt|t−1 := I−1

t|t−1 exists. Then, using the Woodbury matrix-inversion formula (see e.g.
Henderson and Searle, 1981, eq. 1), the expression above is equivalent to

a
(1)

t|t = at|t−1 + Pt|t−1Z
′(ZPt|t−1Z

′ +H)−1(yt − d−Zat|t−1), (F.4)

which is exactly the Kalman filter updating step (see e.g. Harvey, 1990, p. 106). For the information matrix update we have

It|t = It|t−1 −
d2 `

(
yt|a

)
dada′

∣∣∣∣∣
a=at|t

= It|t−1 +Z′H−1Z. (F.5)

If the inverses Pt|t−1 := I−1
t|t−1 and Pt|t := I−1

t|t exist, then, again using Henderson and Searle (1981, eq. 1), we find

Pt|t = I−1
t|t = (It|t−1 +Z′H−1Z)−1 = Pt|t−1 − Pt|t−1Z

′(ZPt|t−1Z
′ +H)−1ZPt|t−1, (F.6)

which is exactly the Kalman filter covariance matrix updating step (again, see Harvey, 1990, p. 106).
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G Iterated extended Kalman filter as a special case

Consider the linear Gaussian state-space model in Corollary 1, except let yt = d + Z(αt) + εt for some nonlinear vector

function Z(·) and εt ∼ i.i.d. N(0,H). In Table 3, take the starting point a
(0)

t|t = at|t−1 and perform Fisher optimisation
steps, ignoring (i.e. setting to zero) all second-order derivatives of Z(·). The iterated extended Kalman filter is then obtained
as a special case.

More explicitly, take yt = d+Z(αt) + εt with εt ∼ i.i.d. N(0,H). Here, Zt := Z(αt) is a column vector of the same
size as yt, where each element of Zt depends on the elements of αt. Then

`(yt|at) = −1/2(yt − d−Z(at))
′H−1(yt − d−Z(at)) + constants. (G.1)

The score and marginal information are similar to those in Appendix F, as long as Z there is replaced by the Jacobian of
the transformation from αt to Zt, i.e. dZ(at)/da

′
t. Hence

d `
(
yt|at

)
dat

=
dZ′

dat
H−1 (yt − d−Z(at)), (G.2)

d2 `
(
yt|at

)
dat da′t

= −dZ′

dat
H−1 dZ

da′t
+ second-order derivatives. (G.3)

The iterated extended Kalman filter (IEKF) is obtained from the Bellman filter by choosing Newton’s method and by
making one further simplifying approximation: namely that all second-order derivatives of elements of Zt with respect to
the elements of αt are zero. It is not obvious under what circumstances this approximation is justified, but here we are
interested only in showing that the IEKF is a special case of the Bellman filter. Higher-order IEKFs may be obtained by
retaining the second-order derivatives. If the observation noise εt is heavy tailed, however, the Bellman filter in Table 3
suggests a ‘robustified’ version of the Kalman filter and its extensions, in which case the tail behaviour of p(yt|at) is accounted
for in the optimisation step by using the score d`(yt|at)/dat.

H Fahrmeir’s approximate mode estimator as a special case

When considering an observation density p(yt|at) from the exponential family and taking just one optimisation step, we
recover Fahrmeir’s (1992) approximate mode estimator. Our analysis differs from Fahrmeir’s in that (a) we show that online
mode estimation can in theory be performed exactly by solving Bellman’s equation, (b) we consider a general (rather than
exponential) observation distribution, and (c) we allow more than one optimisation step.

I Laplace Gaussian filter as a special case

When the state-transition density is linear and Gaussian, step four in the algorithm of Koyama et al. (2010) can be performed
in closed form. The first-order Laplace Gaussian filter in step three of their algorithm is then equivalent to maximisation (15).
Both algorithms differ when the state transition is nonlinear and/or non-Gaussian.

J Implicit stochastic gradient method as a special case

In model (12), suppose that c = 0, Q = 0 and T = 1m×m, where 1m×m is an m×m identity matrix. The (constant) state
αt = α1 for all t = 1, 2, . . . now represents an unknown parameter to be estimated recursively over time. The prediction step
of the Bellman filter simplifies to at|t−1 = at−1|t−1 and It|t−1 = It−1|t−1, while update (16) equates to an implicit stochastic
gradient method (e.g. Toulis and Airoldi, 2015, Toulis et al., 2016, Toulis and Airoldi, 2017a, Toulis et al., 2021). In this
case, the Bellman filter with BHHH updating steps becomes an implicit version of the (explicit) stochastic gradient methods
in Amari et al. (2000, eq. 2.14) or Toulis and Airoldi (2017a, eq. 11). While such methods are asymptotically convergent to
the true parameter value, the Bellman filter typically remains perpetually responsive.

K Proof of Theorem 1

1. The objective function Vt(a) := `(yt|a) − 1/2‖a − at|t−1‖2It|t−1
is strongly concave with probability one because

`(yt|·) is concave with probability one (Assumption 1a), while −1/2‖a − at|t−1‖2It|t−1
is strongly concave. Because

the objective function is also real valued, at|t is well defined. Moreover, Vt(at|t) ≥ Vt(at|t−1) = `(yt|at|t−1), i.e.

0 ≤ Vt(at|t)− Vt(at|t−1) = `(yt|at|t)−
1

2

∥∥at|t − at|t−1

∥∥2
It|t−1

− `(yt|at|t−1). (K.1)

Re-arranging gives
1

2

∥∥at|t − at|t−1

∥∥2
It|t−1

≤ `(yt|at|t)− `(yt|at|t−1). (K.2)

The right-hand side is bounded, because the set {a ∈ Rm : Vt(a) ≥ Vt(at|t−1)} is bounded.
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2. (a) Since a 7→ `(yt|a) is concave (Assumption 1a), while −1/2‖a − at|t−1‖2It|t−1
is (strongly) concave, the value

function function is (strongly) concave. Assuming the observation log density is once continuously differentiable
(Assumption 2a), it follows that the value function lies below a linear expansion around a point, i.e.

Vt(a1) ≤ Vt(a0) + 〈a1 − a0,∇Vt(a0)〉 , ∀a0,a1. (K.3)

Taking a0 = at|t, a1 = at|t−1 and using that ∇Vt(at|t−1) = ∇`(yt|at|t−1), we obtain

Vt(at|t) ≤ Vt(at|t−1) + 〈at|t − at|t−1,∇`(yt|at|t−1)〉 . (K.4)

Subtracting Vt(at|t−1) from both sides, we obtain

0 ≤ Vt(at|t)− Vt(at|t−1) ≤ 〈at|t − at|t−1,∇`(yt|at|t−1)〉 , (K.5)

where the first inequality holds because at|t := arg maxa Vt(a). The result follows.

(b) Assuming the observation log density is once continuous differentiable (Assumption 2a), first-order conditions
for the implicit and explicit updates can be written as

at|t = at|t−1 + I−1
t|t−1∇`(yt|at|t), (K.6)

a
(e)

t|t = at|t−1 + I−1
t|t−1∇`(yt|at|t−1). (K.7)

Combining both equations, we have

0 = It|t−1(at|t − at|t−1)−∇`(yt|at|t) = It|t−1(a
(e)

t|t − at|t−1)−∇`(yt|at|t−1). (K.8)

Pre-multiplying by I
−1/2

t|t−1 and re-ordering, we obtain

I
1/2

t|t−1(at|t − at|t−1)− I−1/2

t|t−1

[
∇`(yt|at|t)−∇`(yt|at|t−1)

]
= I

1/2

t|t−1(a
(e)

t|t − at|t−1). (K.9)

We compute the quadratic norm on both sides and ignore one term on the left to obtain∥∥at|t − at|t−1

∥∥2
It|t−1

− 2 〈at|t − at|t−1,∇`(yt|at|t)−∇`(yt|at|t−1)〉 ≤
∥∥∥a(e)

t|t − at|t−1

∥∥∥2
It|t−1

. (K.10)

By concavity of a 7→ `(yt|a) (Assumption 1a) and continuous differentiability (Assumption 2a), we have

〈at|t − at|t−1,∇`(yt|at|t)−∇`(yt|at|t−1)〉 ≤ 0, (K.11)

so that the desired inequality follows.

(c) Trivially,

I
1/2

t|t−1(at|t−1 −αt) = I
1/2

t|t−1(at|t−1 − at|t + at|t −αt). (K.12)

Computing the quadratic norm on both sides and ignoring one term on the right-hand side, we have∥∥at|t−1 −αt
∥∥2
It|t−1

≥
∥∥at|t −αt∥∥2It|t−1

+ 2 〈It|t−1(at|t−1 − at|t),at|t −αt〉 ,

=
∥∥at|t −αt∥∥2It|t−1

+ 2 〈∇`(yt|at|t),αt − at|t〉 , (K.13)

where the second line relies on the observation log density a 7→ `(yt|a) being once continuously differentiable
(Assumption 2a), so that the first-order condition (16) holds. Re-ordering we have∥∥at|t −αt∥∥2It|t−1

≤
∥∥at|t−1 −αt

∥∥2
It|t−1

− 2 〈∇`(yt|at|t),αt − at|t〉 ,

≤
∥∥at|t−1 −αt

∥∥2
It|t−1

+ 2[`(yt|at|t)− `(yt|αt)], (K.14)

where the second inequality follows from the assumed concavity of a 7→ `(yt|a) (Assumption 1a). Concavity
with differentiability implies that the observation log density lies below its first-order expansion, i.e.

`(yt|αt) ≤ `(yt|at|t) + 〈∇`(yt|at|t),αt − at|t〉 . (K.15)

−〈∇`(yt|at|t),αt − at|t〉 ≤ `(yt|at|t)− `(yt|αt), (K.16)

as was used above to obtain result (K.14).
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3. Assuming that a 7→ `(yt|a) is twice continuously differentiable (Assumption 2b), the following first- and second-order
conditions must hold at the Bellman-filtered state at|t ∈ Rm:

first-order condition: ∇ `(yt|at|t)− It|t−1(at|t − at|t−1) = 0m, (K.17)

second-order condition: ∇2 `(yt|at|t)− It|t−1 < 0m×m, (K.18)

where by ‘<’ in the second line we mean that the matrix on the left-hand side is negative definite. Differentiating the
first-order condition with respect to at|t−1, we obtain

∇2 `(yt|at|t)
dat|t

da′t|t−1

= It|t−1

[
dat|t

da′t|t−1

− 1m×m

]
, (K.19)

which can be re-written as
dat|t

da′t|t−1

=
[
It|t−1 − ∇2 `(yt|at|t)

]−1
It|t−1, (K.20)

where the inverse exists by the second-order condition above.

The right-hand side of equation (K.20) can be written as (X + Y )−1X where X := It|t−1 is positive definite while
Y := −∇2`(yt|at|t) is positive semi-definite (under Assumption 1a) or positive definite (under Assumption 1b). To
analyse (X+Y )−1X we use a result of Wang and Gong (1993, eq. 2), which says that λmin(A)λmin(B) ≤ λmin(AB)
for two square, symmetric and positive semidefinite matrices A and B, where λmin(·) denotes the smallest eigenvalue
of a matrix.

To show that the eigenvalues of (X + Y )−1X are bounded below by zero, we can write

0 <
λmin(X)

λmax(X + Y )
= λmin[(X + Y )−1]λmin(X) ≤ λmin[(X + Y )−1X]. (K.21)

To show that the eigenvalues of (X + Y )−1X are bounded above by one, we can write

λmax[(X + Y )−1X] = λmax[1m×m − (X + Y )−1Y ],

= 1− λmin[(X + Y )−1Y ],

≤ 1− λmin[(X + Y )−1]λmin(Y ),

= 1− λmin(Y )

λmax(X + Y )
≤ 1, (K.22)

where last inequality is strict if the eigenvalues of Y are strictly positive and λmax(X + Y ) < ∞. Combining
equations (K.21) and (K.22), the eigenvalues of (X+Y )−1X lie in (0, 1] or (0, 1) if ∇(yt|at|t) is negative semi-definite
or negative definite, respectively. In turn, this is guaranteed by Assumption 2b (twice continuous differentiability) in
combination with, respectively, Assumptions 1a (concavity) or Assumption 1b (strict concavity).

4. Assuming that a 7→ `(yt|a) is strongly concave with parameter ε > 0 (Assumption 1c) and once continuously
differentiable (Assumption 2a), standard arguments (e.g. Nesterov, 2003, eq. 2.1.17) give

〈at −αt , ∇`(yt|at)−∇`(yt|αt) 〉 ≤ −ε · ‖at −αt‖2, ∀at,αt ∈ Rm. (K.23)

Strong concavity means that equation (K.23) holds for all pairs at,αt ∈ Rm, but we shall need it only when αt is
the true state.

Assuming differentiability (Assumption 2a), the first-order condition It|t−1(at|t − at|t−1) = ∇`(yt|at|t) is rewritten

by pre-multiplying the equation by I
−1/2

t|t−1 and subtracting I
1/2

t|t−1αt − I
−1/2

t|t−1∇`(yt|αt) from both sides to obtain

I
1/2

t|t−1(at|t −αt)− I−1/2

t|t−1

{
∇`(yt|at|t)−∇`(yt|αt)

}
= I

1/2

t|t−1(at|t−1 −αt) + I
−1/2

t|t−1∇`(yt|αt). (K.24)

Computing the quadratic norm on both sides and ignoring one term on the left, we obtain an inequality as follows:∥∥at|t −αt∥∥2It|t−1
− 2 〈at|t −αt,∇`(yt|at|t)−∇`(yt|αt)〉

≤
∥∥at|t−1 −αt

∥∥2
It|t−1

+ 2 〈at|t−1 −αt,∇`(yt|αt)〉+ ‖∇`(yt|αt)‖2I−1
t|t−1

. (K.25)

By strong concavity (K.23), we have∥∥at|t −αt∥∥2It|t−1
+ 2ε ·

∥∥at|t −αt∥∥2
≤
∥∥at|t−1 −αt

∥∥2
It|t−1

+ 2 〈at|t−1 −αt,∇`(yt|αt)〉+ ‖∇`(yt|αt)‖2I−1
t|t−1

. (K.26)

Taking expectations conditional on Ft−1 yields

Et−1

(∥∥at|t −αt∥∥2It|t−1

)
+ 2εEt−1

(∥∥at|t −αt∥∥2)
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≤ Et−1

(∥∥at|t−1 −αt
∥∥2
It|t−1

)
+ Et−1

(
‖∇`(yt|αt)‖2I−1

t|t−1

)
. (K.27)

where we have used Et−1 〈at|t−1 −αt,∇`(yt|αt)〉 = 0, which is obvious from the tower property and the expectation
of the score being zero, i.e. E[∇`(yt|αt)|αt] = 0. Finally, the theorem is proved by noting that the left-hand side is

Et−1

(∥∥at|t −αt∥∥2It|t−1+2ε 1m×m

)
, where 1m×m is an m ×m identity matrix, while Assumption 3 together with the

assumed positive definiteness of It|t−1 implies that on the right-hand side we have

Et−1

(
‖∇`(yt|αt)‖2I−1

t|t−1

)
≤ σ2/λmin.

L Comparison of Theorem 1 with Toulis et al. (2016)

This section casts light on the different definitions of strong concavity used in Theorem 1 and in Toulis et al. (2016). Here
we show that Theorem 1 applies to e.g. the Kalman filter, while the seemingly stronger result in Toulis et al. (2016) does
not.

By the combination of Assumptions 1c (strong concavity) and 2b (twice differentiability), part four of Theorem 1 assumes
that the negative Hessian −∇2`(yt|a) is strictly positive definite with smallest eigenvalue ε > 0. Standard arguments (e.g.
Nesterov, 2003, eq. 2.1.17) imply that

〈at −αt,∇`(yt|at)−∇`(yt|αt)〉 ≤ −ε · ‖at −αt‖2, ∀at,αt ∈ Rm. (L.1)

Toulis et al. (2016) take a different view on strong concavity, defining a log-likelihood function to be strongly concave, for a
typical observation yt ∈ Rl, when

strong concavity in Toulis et al. (2016): 〈at −αt,∇`(yt|at)〉 ≤ −ε · ‖at −αt‖2, ∀at,αt ∈ Rm, (L.2)

which differs from definition (L.1) in that the term ∇`(yt|αt) is no longer present. Inequality (L.2) appears in Remark 2
and equation 17 of the supplementary material to Toulis et al. (2016), where µt > 0 appears instead of our ε, the random
draw ξt appears instead of our yt, θt appears instead of our at, the true value θ? appears instead of our αt, their L is a
negative log-likelihood function, and index n is used instead of our t. Toulis et al. (2016) permit the parameter of strong
concavity to depend on the observation; for simplicity, we do not. The term ∇`(yt|αt), which appears in equation (L.1)
but not equation (L.2), is the score function evaluated at the true parameter; hence, this term is zero on average. For many
models of interest, however, realisations of the score are non-zero with probability one, such that definition (L.2) materially
differs from (L.1).

While definition (L.1) of strong concavity was used in the proof of Theorem 1, definition (L.2) allows a stronger
result due to Toulis et al. (2016) to be derived. First, the first-order condition corresponding to maximisation (15), i.e.
It|t−1(at|t − at|t−1) = ∇`(y|at|t), is rewritten as

I
1/2

t|t−1(at|t −αt)− I−1/2

t|t−1∇`(yt|at|t) = I
1/2

t|t−1(at|t−1 −αt). (L.3)

Computing the quadratic norm on both sides, we have∥∥at|t −αt∥∥2It|t−1
− 2 〈at|t −αt,∇`(yt|at|t)〉+

∥∥∇`(yt|at|t)∥∥2I−1
t|t−1

=
∥∥at|t−1 −αt

∥∥2
It|t−1

. (L.4)

By strong concavity (L.2), it follows that∥∥at|t −αt∥∥2It|t−1
+ 2 ε ·

∥∥at|t −αt∥∥2 +
∥∥∇`(yt|at|t)∥∥2I−1

t|t−1

≤
∥∥at|t−1 −αt

∥∥2
It|t−1

. (L.5)

Ignoring the third term on the left-hand side and combining terms, we find∥∥at|t −αt∥∥2It|t−1+2 ε 1m×m
≤
∥∥at|t−1 −αt

∥∥2
It|t−1

, (L.6)

where 1m×m denotes an m × m identity matrix. In Toulis et al. (2016, p. 1291) it holds that It|t−1 = γ−11m×m, where
1m×m is an m×m identity matrix and γ > 0 is a learning parameter, in which case we obtain∥∥at|t −αt∥∥2 ≤ 1

1 + 2γε

∥∥at|t−1 −αt
∥∥2 , (L.7)

as in Toulis et al. (2016, p. 1291). This result is stronger than that in Theorem 1, because (L.7) holds for all realisations yt,
without taking expectations. Inequality (L.7) implies that the update is ‘contracting almost surely’ (Toulis et al., 2016, p.
1291). Unfortunately, this is desirable property is not observed in practice for e.g. the Kalman filter.

To explain why the Kalman filter fails to be almost surely contractive in the sense of Toulis et al. (2016), we observe
that the Kalman filter satisfies our assumption (L.1) as used in Theorem 1, but not assumption (L.2) as used by Toulis et al.
(2016). To demonstrate this, we take the linear Gaussian state-space model in Corollary 1, such that the observation density
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p(yt|αt) is Gaussian with mean d + Zαt and covariance matrix H, which is assumed positive definite. The log-likelihood
function and its gradient then read

`(yt|αt) = −1

2
(yt − d−Zαt)′H−1 (yt − d−Zαt) + constants, (L.8)

∇`(yt|αt) = Z′H−1 (yt − d−Zαt). (L.9)

The multivariate Gaussian is strongly concave according to our definition (L.1), because

〈at −αt,∇`(yt|at)−∇`(yt|αt)〉 = 〈at −αt,Z′H−1 (yt − d−Zat)−Z′H−1 (yt − d−Zαt)〉 ,
= −〈at −αt,Z′H−1Z(at −αt)〉 ,
= −‖at −αt‖2Z′H−1Z ,

≤ −λmin

(
Z′H−1Z

)
· ‖at −αt‖2, (L.10)

where λmin(·) denotes the smallest eigenvalues of a matrix. Hence, condition (L.1) is satisfied with ε = λmin(Z′H−1Z) > 0.
Conversely, the multivariate Gaussian fails to be strongly concave when using the alternative definition (L.2) of Toulis et al.
(2016), because

〈at −αt,∇`(yt|at)〉 = 〈at −αt,Z′H−1 (yt − d−Zat)〉 � −positive scalar · ‖at −αt‖2. (L.11)

Stepping back, it is not too surprising that the almost sure contractive property of Toulis et al. (2016) fails for the Kalman
filter, because the Kalman filter can (and does) move in the wrong direction when confronted with atypical observations. The
contribution of Theorem 1 is to demonstrate that, in a general context, such ‘bad’ behaviour does not dominate. Theorem 1
allows for the fact that updates may be less accurate than predictions, while still ensuring that the updates are contractive
in quadratic mean towards a noise-dominated region around the true state, which is the situation that is relevant in practice.

M Root mean squared errors in simulation studies

Table M.1: Root mean squared errors (RMSEs) of one-step-ahead predictions.

Infeasible Bellman filter Importance Particle Kalman
estimator sampler filter filter

Parameters→ True True Estimated Estimated Estimated Estimated Estimated
In-/Out-of-sample→ – – In Out Out Out Out

DGP type Distribution Absolute RMSE Relative RMSE Relative RMSE

Count Poisson 0.5364 0.9977 1.0065 1.0156 1.0018 1.0024 n/a
Count Negative binomial 0.5944 0.9981 1.0011 1.0128 1.9982 0.9977 n/a
Intensity Exponential 0.6668 0.9961 1.0043 1.0222 1.0068 1.0078 n/a
Duration Gamma 0.8998 1.0062 0.9819 0.9949 0.9785 0.9787 n/a
Duration Weibull 0.5933 1.0078 0.9763 0.9941 0.9753 0.9753 n/a
Volatility Gaussian 0.2531 1.0064 0.9830 0.9968 0.9879 0.9882 1.1593
Volatility Student’s t 0.2621 1.0037 0.9913 1.0060 0.9955 0.9954 1.1507
Dependence Gaussian 0.1455 1.0018 0.9947 1.0124 1.0025 1.0027 n/a
Dependence Student’s t 0.1487 1.0010 0.9958 1.0169 1.0101 1.0103 n/a
Local level Student’s t 0.2501 0.9994 0.9969 0.9998 n/a 0.9970 1.0969

Note: See the note to Table 5 in the main text. The only difference is that here we report root mean squared errors (RM-
SEs), not mean absolute errors (MAEs).
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N Catania’s (2020) model: State-space representation

Fix t > k + 1. Conditional on the information set at time t − k − 1, denoted Ft−k−1, Catania’s (2020) model (27)–(29)
implies that the volatility shock ηt and the return shocks εt, . . . , εt−k are jointly normally distributed as

ηt
εt
εt−1

...
εt−k


∣∣∣Ft−k−1 ∼ N




0
0
0
...
0

 ,


1 ρ0 ρ1 . . . ρk
ρ0 1 0 . . . 0
ρ1 0 1 . . . 0
...

...
...

. . .
...

ρk 0 0 . . . 1



 . (N.1)

Next, we compute the distribution of both current shocks, i.e. ηt and εt, conditional on the past shocks, εt−1, . . . , εt−k.
From a well-known lemma regarding conditional Gaussian distributions (e.g. Harvey, 1990, p. 165), it follows that ηt, εt
conditional on εt−1, . . . , εt−k, or, equivalently, Ft−1 and at−1, are jointly normally distributed as[

ηt
εt

] ∣∣∣Ft−1,at−1 ∼ N

([ ∑k
j=1 ρjεt−j

0

]
,

[
1−

∑k
j=1 ρ

2
j ρ0

ρ0 1

])
. (N.2)

The marginal distribution of ηt is again Gaussian, with a mean and variance that can be read off. Next, the state-transition
equation implies that ht = c+ ϕht−1 + σηηt, being a linear transformation of ηt, is distributed as

ht|Ft−1,at−1 ∼ N(µh,t, σ
2
h,t), where (N.3)

µh,t = c+ ϕht−1 + ση

k∑
j=1

ρj
yt−j − µ

exp(ht−j/2)
, σh,t = ση

√√√√1−
k∑
j=1

ρ2j , (N.4)

where we have used εt−j = (yt−j − µ) exp(−ht−j/2) for j = 1, . . . , k in the expression for µh,t. This confirms the non-
degenerate part of the state-transition density (31). To derive the observation density, we note that the bivariate distribu-
tion (N.2) with another application of the conditional-Gaussian lemma (Harvey, 1990, p. 165) gives

εt|Ft−1,at−1, ηt ∼ N(µε,t, σ
2
ε,t), where (N.5)

µε,t =
ρ0

1−
∑k
j=1 ρ

2
j

(
ηt −

k∑
j=1

ρjεt−j

)
, σε,t =

√
1− ρ20

1−
∑k
j=1 ρ

2
j

. (N.6)

Noting that neither µε,t nor σε,t depend on ht−k−1, while at−1 and ηt together imply at, the conditioning set (Ft−1,at−1, ηt)
can be simplified to (Ft−1,at). Further, by substituting ηt = (ht − c − ϕht−1)/ση and εt−j = (yt−j − µ) exp(−ht−j/2) for
j = 1, . . . , k, equations (N.5)–(N.6) become

εt|Ft−1,at, ∼ N(µε,t, σ
2
ε,t), where (N.7)

µε,t =
ρ0

1−
∑k
j=1 ρ

2
j

(
ht − c− ϕht−1

ση
−

k∑
j=1

ρj
yt−j − µ

exp(ht−j/2)

)
, σε,t =

√
1− ρ20

1−
∑k
j=1 ρ

2
j

. (N.8)

Finally, the distribution of the observation yt = µ+ exp(ht/2)εt conditional on Ft−1 and at is Gaussian with mean µy,t =
µ+exp(ht/2)µε,t and variance σ2

y,t = exp(ht)σ
2
ε,t, where µε,t and σε,t are given in equation (N.8). This confirms observation

density (30).

O Catania’s (2020) model: Bellman-filter implementation

Bellman’s equation (7) at time t involves the maximisation over two state variables, i.e. at and at−1, which in general
contain independent components. For the specific case of Catania’s (2020) model, as described in section 8, the state vector
is at = (ht, ht−1, . . . , ht−k)′ ∈ Rk+1, which contains the log-volatility ht as well as k lags. This implies that the state
variables at and at−1 have k elements in common, namely ht−1 through ht−k. Further, ht appears only in at, while ht−k−1

appears only in at−1. Taking into account these restrictions, optimisation (7) specialised to Catania’s (2020) model reads

[
at|t

ht−k−1|t

]
=


ht|t
ht−1|t

...
ht−k|t
ht−k−1|t

 = arg max
ht,ht−1,...,ht−k−1

{
`(yt|at,Ft−1) + `(ht|at−1,Ft−1) + Vt−1(at−1)

}
, (O.1)

where `(·|·) := log p(·|·) and the observation and state-transition densities are given in equations (30) and (31), respectively.
In equation (O.1), we have dropped the degenerate part of the state-transition density, which is permitted given that the
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optimisation variables are taken to be ht, . . . , ht−k−1, such that the restrictions on the components of at and at−1 are
automatically satisfied. Value function Vt−1 : Rk+1 → R on the right-hand side is approximated by the quadratic form (8).

To simplify the analysis of optimisation (O.1), we introduce three notational conventions. First, the k + 2 optimisation
variables in optimisation (O.1) are collected in a single vector:

xt := (ht, ht−1, . . . , ht−k−1)′ = (ht,a
′
t−1)′ = (a′t, ht−k−1)′ ∈ Rk+2. (O.2)

Second, we write the observation log density as f := `(yt|at,Ft−1), such that by equation (30) we have

f(at) := −1

2
log(2π)− log(σy,t)−

(yt − µy,t)2

2σ2
y,t

, σy,t = exp(ht/2)

√
1− ρ20

1−
∑k
j=1 ρ

2
j

, (O.3)

µy,t = µ+
ρ0 exp(ht/2)

1−
∑k
j=1 ρ

2
j

[
ht − c− ϕht−1

ση
−

k∑
j=1

ρj
yt−j − µ

exp(ht−j/2)

]
.

Third, for the state-transition log density we use the short-hand g := `(ht|at−1,Ft−1) and note from equation (31) that it
does not depend on ht−k−1, such that we may write g = g(at) as follows:

g(at) := −1

2
log(2π)− log(σh,t)−

(ht − µh,t)2

2σ2
h,t

, (O.4)

µh,t = c+ ϕht−1 + ση

k∑
j=1

ρj
yt−j − µ

exp(ht−j/2)
, σh,t = ση

√√√√1−
k∑
j=1

ρ2j .

Notation (O.2) through (O.4) allows us to write optimisation (O.1) as

x̂t|t = arg max
xt

{
f(at) + g(at)−

1

2
(at−1 − at−1|t−1)′It−1|t−1(at−1 − at−1|t−1)

}
. (O.5)

The Newton scoring algorithm for optimisation (O.5) reads

xt ← xt +

[(
− d2f

datda
′
t
− d2g

datda
′
t

0k+1

0′k+1 0

)
+

(
0 0′k+1

0k+1 It−1|t−1

)]−1

[( d(f+g)
dat

0

)
−
(

0
It−1|t−1(at−1 − at−1|t−1)

)]
, (O.6)

where 0k+1 is a column vector consisting of k + 1 zeroes. Fisher scoring steps are obtained by replacing d2f/(datda
′
t) by

E[d2f/(datda
′
t)|at,Ft−1]. Iterating Newton step (O.6) or its Fisher equivalent requires (expectations of) first and second

derivatives of f, g, as derived next.
Derivatives of f : By the chain rule, first and second derivatives of the function f defined in equation (O.3) with

respect to at = (ht, . . . , ht−k)′ read

df

dat
=

df

dµy,t

dµy,t
dat

+
df

dσy,t

dσy,t
dat

, (O.7)

d2f

datda′t
=

d2f

(dµy,t)2
dµy,t
dat

dµy,t
da′t

+
d2f

(dσy,t)2
dσy,t
dat

dσy,t
da′t

+
d2f

dµy,tdσy,t

dµy,t
dat

dσy,t
da′t

(O.8)

+
d2f

dµy,tdσy,t

dσy,t
dat

dµy,t
da′t

+
df

dµy,t

d2µy,t
datda′t

+
df

dσy,t

d2σy,t
datda′t

.

E
[

d2f

datda′t

∣∣∣at,Ft−1

]
=

d2f

(dµy,t)2
dµy,t
dat

dµy,t
da′t

+ E
[

d2f

(dσy,t)2

∣∣∣at,Ft−1

]
dσy,t
dat

dσy,t
da′t

(O.9)

+ E
[

d2f

dµy,tdσy,t

∣∣∣at,Ft−1

]
dµy,t
dat

dσy,t
da′t

+ E
[

d2f

dµy,tdσy,t

∣∣∣at,Ft−1

]
dσy,t
dat

dµy,t
da′t

.

Equation (O.9) contains two fewer terms than equation (O.8), because the expectation of the last two terms in equation (O.8)
is zero. In equations (O.7) through (O.9), derivatives of f with respect µy,t and σy,t are given by

df

dµy,t
=
yt − µy,t
σ2
y,t

,
df

dσy,t
=

(yt − µy,t)2

σ3
y,t

− 1

σy,t
, (O.10)

d2f

(dµy,t)2
=
−1

σ2
y,t

,
d2f

dµy,tdσy,t
= −2

yt − µy,t
σ3
y,t

,
d2f

(dσy,t)2
=

1

σ2
y,t

− 3(yt − µy,t)2

σ4
y,t

, (O.11)

E
[

d2f

dµy,tdσy,t

∣∣∣Ft−1,at

]
= 0, E

[
d2f

(dσy,t)2

∣∣∣Ft−1,at

]
=
−2

σ2
y,t

, (O.12)
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where we also give expectations when relevant for Fisher scoring steps. In equations (O.7) and (O.8), first derivatives of µy,t
with respect to the elements of at read

dµy,t
dat

=


(µy,t − µ)/2

0
...
0

+
ρ0 exp(ht/2)

1−
∑k
j=1 ρ

2
j



1/ση
−ϕ/ση + ρ1/2

yt−1−µ
exp(ht−1/2)

ρ2/2
yt−2−µ

exp(ht−2/2)

...

ρk/2
yt−k−µ

exp(ht−k/2)


=:


(µy,t − µ)/2

0
...
0

+ bt, (O.13)

where the second equality entails a definition of bt. For second derivatives of µy,t, we have

d2µy,t
datda′t

= diag


(µy,t − µ)/4

0
...
0

− 1

4

ρ0 exp(ht/2)

1−
∑k
j=1 ρ

2
j

diag



0

ρ1
yt−1−µ

exp(ht−1/2)

ρ2
yt−2−µ

exp(ht−2/2)

...

ρk
yt−k−µ

exp(ht−k/2)


+


1/2
0
...
0

 b′t + bt

[
1

2
0 . . . 0

]
, (O.14)

where the diag operator creates a diagonal matrix from a given vector. The derivatives of σy,t read

dσy,t
dat

=


σy,t/2

0
...
0

 , d2σy,t
datda′t

= diag


σy,t/4

0
...
0

 . (O.15)

All components of equations (O.7) and (O.8) have now been specified.
Derivatives of g: By the chain rule, first and second derivatives of the function g given in equation (O.4) with respect

to at = (ht, . . . , ht−k)′ are

dg

dat
=
ht − µh,t
σ2
h,t



−1

ϕ− ση
2
ρ1

yt−1−µ
exp(ht−1/2)

−ση
2
ρ2

yt−2−µ
exp(ht−2/2)

...

−ση
2
ρk

yt−k−µ
exp(ht−k/2)


=:

ht − µh,t
σ2
h,t

ct, (O.16)

d2g

datda′t
=
−1

σ2
h,t

ctc
′
t +

ht − µh,t
σ2
h,t

ση
4

diag



0

ρ1
yt−1−µ

exp(ht−1/2)

ρ2
yt−2−µ

exp(ht−2/2)

...

ρk
yt−k−µ

exp(ht−k/2)


. (O.17)

Jointly, equations (O.7) through (O.17) specify all components of the Fisher scoring step (O.6).
Finally, the updated information matrix It|t is determined by the Schur complement of the bottom-right element of the

negative Hessian matrix used in Newton’s scoring step, which is given by(
− d2f

datda
′
t
− d2g

datda
′
t

0k+1

0′k+1 0

)
+

(
0 0′k+1

0k+1 It−1|t−1

)
,

Taking Schur complement of the bottom-right element and evaluating the result at the peak, i.e. at at|t, gives the updated in-
formation matrix It|t. The Fisher version of the updating steps is obtained by replacing d2f/(datda

′
t) by E[d2f/(datda

′
t)|at,Ft−1].
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P Full estimation results for the S&P500

Table P.1: Full estimation results the Bellman filter (top panel) and particle filter (bottom panel).

µ c ϕ ση ρ0 ρ1 ρ2 ρ3 ρ4 ρ5 ρ6 ρ7 ρ8 ρ9 ρ10 LogL BIC

.0696 .0004 .9839 .2006 −.7189 −9555.1 2.5344

.0519 −.0017 .9759 .2058 −.4830 −.4028 −9531.7 2.5294

.0518 −.0013 .9776 .2447 −.4020 −.5945 .2910 −9524.3 2.5286

.0513 −.0006 .9815 .2582 −.3770 −.5828 −.0913 .4633 −9503.2 2.5242

.0509 −.0003 .9826 .2456 −.3989 −.6108 −.0926 .3612 .1463 −9500.3 2.5246

.0509 −.0001 .9842 .2456 −.4016 −.6037 −.0962 .3665 −.0382 .2132 −9494.5 2.5243

.0503 .0002 .9852 .2412 −.4136 −.6107 −.0921 .3715 −.0424 .0808 .1616 −9490.9 2.5245

.0499 .0005 .9862 .2397 −.4193 −.6115 −.0936 .3750 −.0478 .0916 .0186 .1644 −9487.6 2.5248

.0508 .0002 .9867 .2376 −.4204 −.6163 −.0955 .3817 −.0511 .0968 .0159 .0540 .1242 −9482.0 2.5245

.0502 .0006 .9875 .2384 −.4223 −.6096 −.0897 .3791 −.0572 .0986 .0188 .0553 −.0462 .1901 −9477.4 2.5245

.0500 .0007 .9881 .2353 −.4309 −.6126 −.0912 .3828 −.0616 .1031 .0175 .0597 −.0471 .0804 .1277 −9474.5 2.5249

.0680 −.0042 .9850 .1926 −.7319 −9562.1 2.5362

.0517 −.0071 .9784 .1932 −.5071 −.4149 −9539.3 2.5314

.0511 −.0065 .9796 .2262 −.4278 −.5935 .2732 −9534.2 2.5312

.0519 −.0056 .9828 .2395 −.3979 −.5707 −.1141 .4593 −9516.9 2.5278

.0513 −.0065 .9826 .2420 −.3743 −.6300 −.0624 .4107 .0501 −9516.2 2.5288

.0502 −.0051 .9837 .2284 −.4059 −.6137 −.1062 .3489 .1464 .0044 −9515.1 2.5297

.0491 −.0041 .9853 .2267 −.4217 −.5909 −.1206 .3700 −.0808 .1629 .1019 −9509.1 2.5293

.0489 −.0038 .986 .2301 −.4171 −.6001 −.1134 .3845 −.0756 .1106 −.0147 .1842 −9505.9 2.5296

.0495 −.0039 .9864 .2294 −.4165 −.5988 −.1126 .3838 −.0760 .1102 −.0146 .1846 .0001 −9505.9 2.5308

.0495 −.0039 .9863 .2294 −.4163 −.5991 −.1128 .3831 −.0761 .1104 −.0144 .1848 .0001 .0003 −9505.9 2.5320

.0471 −.0037 .9874 .2204 −.4107 −.6221 −.1563 .3621 .0545 .0495 .0157 .0727 −.0021 .0014 .1236 −9501.9 2.5321

Note: LogL = log likelihood. BIC = Bayesian information criterion. For each panel, the best BIC is indicated
in bold. The data are 100× the log returns of the S&P500 from 3 Jan 1990 to 31 Dec 2019 (7,558 observations).
The Bellman filter is implemented as described in Appendix O and estimated using estimator (26). The par-
ticle filter is estimated as in Catania (2020), who uses the continuous sampling importance resampling (CSIR)
method of Malik and Pitt (2011).
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